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lass, and others like him,

arc

Dougstrongly opposed

to

emigration. The free negoes, North
South, have their homes, their churches,

of

name

together in seeking

by others and persuaded to go? Let us remember that those
who will have the greatest influence over
them,
will not advise them to go. Frederick

82) EXCHANGE STREET,

it No.

to unite

Country.

CO.

local attractions dear

other

to

and

In

Charleston

they own $1,501,870 worth of propPhiladelphia nearly as much. The
they can be persuaded to give up everything, and seek new homes, in some far off
wilderness, just to gratify men who are prejudiced against them, is altogether visionary.
There may be a colony founded in Central
America. Large numbers may be induced to
go there,—though that is doubtful. But admit it; and then reflect that if we could
persuade titty thousand to go every year,the number remaining here would still be
increasing,
instead of diminishing, and we may
judge
whether the whole project is not utterly impracticable.
We may as well make up our minds, first as
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It Is one of the great misfortunes of onr
country, that no true thing uttered on the sub-

ject

of slavery, is

likely
gain
hearing.
The majority of the people have been trained
to cast it aside, as unimportant, visionary, or
to

fair

a

fanatical.

It is one of the Inst conditions of a
doomed to ruin, that they are given

people

blindness—unable

over to

to see,

and therefore

unable to remove, the causes that are undermining the foundations of their institutions.
Many such nations have perished. Is ours to
be added to the number?
We have in this country between four and
five millions of negroes. No matter whether

dislike it; they are here, in these
vast numbers. Let us consider this fact. If
we

it,

like

they

or

advantage to the. country,it is well
for us to know it If they are a source of danger, it will do us no good to lie ignorant of it.
are

an

IIow many of them are free ? How
many are
slaves? What is their condition? their character? their intelligence? their physical power? their love of lilwrty? their attachment to

country? their influence upon society?
their capacity for improvement ? What questions, these fflr citizens, or for statesmen! How
many have so studied the subject that they can
give an intelligent answer?
the

About four millions of this race

are

slaves.

held in bondage in those States that
have risen up in the gnat rebellion. In those
States that have been partially loyal, the proportion of slaves is much smaller than in those
where the rebellion is still flagrant. Accord-

They

ing

are

estimate, in his recent letAdams,
population in the rebellious districts is divided as follows;—“a white
population of four and a half millions, and a
negro population of three and a half millions,
chiefly slaves.” And of the latter, he says,—
“their sympathies, wishes, and Interests, naturally, necessarily, inevitably, fall on the side
of the Union. Everywhere the American Gento Mr. Seward's

ter to Mr.

the

eral receives his most useful

reliable information from the negro, who hails his com-

ing,

and

the harbinger of freedom.”
quite obvious that the negroes, though
they had no part in originating the rebellion,
as

It is

and have been permitted to have little to do
with it since, have nevertheless,
iuvoluntarily,
a

most

intimate connection with it.

Lincoln

Tresidcnt

truly spoke for one race to the
other, when he said,—“but for your race among
us, there could not be war, although many men
engaged in it, on either side, do not care for
most

you one way or the other. Without the institution of slavery, anil the colored race as a bails, the war could not have an existence.”
Kvrrv

The

min

will lu>ur u-iinow

“everlasting negro” has

th.it tl«;a

*a

♦

been the cause of

division and strife, in church and State, ever
since he began to be taken by force from his
native

land, and brought

to these shores as a
Like the home of Pharoah, when he
had taken Abram’s wife,we have been “plagued
with great plagues !>ecause of them.” And

slave.

this is

a

sufficient apology, if any is needed,for

asking the people to enquire—not as philanthropists—but as American citizens, who love
their country, and desire to save it,—What is
the negro race to do? Or what will the people
of this country, of other races do with them ?

WILL

THEY REMAIN IN THIS

COUNTRY?

This

question is placed before that of their
freedom, because there arc some who would
make their freedom depend upon their colonization. Let it be met fairly. Let not the
people be persuaded to liberate them, with the
expectation they will be colonized, in Central
America, or elsewhere, if such a scheme must
fail.

Their/orrfb/e expatriation against their consent, is out of the question. As slaves it would
not be done. As freemen it co«M not lie
done,
No one advocates such a plan. The Christian
world would rise up against it. So that nothing but voluntary emigration is thought of.
The recommendation of the President, and the
acts of Congress, provide for their colonization only “only with their own consent”
No other class of [ample have such strong
local attachments

as

the negroes.

As much

as

they desire freedom,they generally shrink from
seeking it by flight The associations that surround them often have a stronger hold
upon them
than do free homes upon others. Their knowl-

edge is necessarily of a limited and local kind.
They are therefore altogether out of the reach
of that class of influences that have caused
great emigrations, like that from Ireland.
No case can lie found in modern

history,
where a whole race have
voluntarily emigrated
from the land of their birth, even under the
most pressing motives of fear or
hope. IIow'
then

can a

[ample who have

to act all at for

never

been taught

themselves, who know so little
of each other,so little of the world.and so
little
of the responsibilities of
self-control, be ex-

it into a

course

as

we

is to

cannot

see

if we

blessing.

There

they

are those who fear
that, if liberated,
would overrun the North. But all such

fears

are

vance.
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change

cannot

And

ourselves.

j

idle.

Emancipation would at ouce
stop all emigration to the North. The condition of tlie free negro is bad
enough here; but
it is far worse in the slave Suites.
there are many more free negroes

And yet

there, than
They regard the South as their
home. The climate is more congenial to
them,
Uian ours. And they will all lie wanted there,
to develop the wonderful resources that freedom would quickly call into life,—resources
that have so long been dormant under the
blighting curse of slavery. They are acclimated. They can endure labor under a Southern sun.
The planters of the British West
Indies, who are sending over to China for lul>orers, would lie <glad to receive them; but
there will be enough for them to do in this
in the North.

country, ami thev will

have

no

di-sire

tn

im

anywhere else. Wc shall learn their value as
laborer», when we recognize them as wen.—
There are no prejudices that will not
vanish,
when they block the way of profit. The
path
of godliness is easy when it become* the
path
of gain.
CAN THE NEGROES

It is

a

FIGHT?

remarkable fact, that the

somewhat

of war. I knew that you loved the land of
your nativity, and that, like ourselves, you
had to defend all that is most dear to man.—
Hut you hare surpassed my hopes. I hare
in you, united to those qualities, that
noble enthusiasm, which impels to great
deeds."

Many of

A rational

conclusion, drawn from this retills;—the negroes may be
profitably employed by the government. That
all of them would make good soldiers, is not
probable. That many of them would, cannot
be doubted. That most of them, with proper
training, under experienced officers, would be
sufficient for the defence of tbe forts, and fortified towns, there can be little question. The
rest of them could be employed as laborers—
“unarmed auxiliaries.” And though inferior
to the white race in some respects, this disparity is compensated for in their familiarity with
the country, and their ability to withstand the
Their labor is all that now sustains
the Rebellion, as it enables every white man in
the South to join the confederate army. That
all within reach of our lines would be glad to
join us, is undeniable. Let it tie proclaimed
that all will be received, and liberated, and our
army will be increased, alxivc all its losses, as
it fights its way to the Gulf. “Had this
policy
been adopted
that

prince

least half

work for the rebel

at

armies,

RIIAI.I. TflE NEGROES BE

On this

point,

FREE?

little need bs raid.

If

me. em-

ploy
must liberate
them, the government cannot hold slaves. If
we confiscate them, they will be free.
Confiscation and cm mancipation are one.
If me erer hope to restore the union, and
establish peace, slavery must he abolished.
them in our serriee.

in the blood.

surface,

Emimcijxttion is the only iafeguard against
foreign Intervention. The great effort of the
rebels in Europe is to give the impression
there, that we shall not abolish slavery. So
Yancy declared in England. So the apostate
Marry has just been writing to France. Let
this he understood in Eurdjie as settled, and
the Southern Confederacy will lie acknowleged at once. And, on the other hand, let the

refused to

recognize or pay them. Hut
though they have always been met with something of this spirit, their record, though brief,
ment

has upon it no stain of dishonor.
In the Revolutionary war, the slaves were
excluded from the army, lest the employment
of a

of them should

portion

make the

others

discontented,—and for other reasons. Henry
Laurens, a distinguished member of Congress
from South Carolina, wrote to Gen.
Washington. March 10, 177b,—“Had we arms for three
thousand such black men a* I could select in
Carolina. I should have no doubt of success in

driving the llritish out of Georgia, and subduing Fast Florida, before the end of July.”—
Lieut. Col. John Laurens, proposed this plau
to the Mouth Carolina
Legislature, without
success.
He wrote to Washington, announcing his failure; and Washington replied, July
10, 1782, “I must confess that I am not at all
astonished at the failure of your plau. The
spirit of freedom, w hich at the commencement
of this contest would have sacrificed
everything to the attainment of its object, has

long

since

subsided, and every selfish passion has
taken its place. It is not the
public, but private interest, that influences the
generality of
mankind; nor ran the Americans any longer
boast an exception. Under these circumstan-

ces, it would rather have lieen surprising if
you had succeeded; nor will you, I fear, have
better

success

in

Georgia.”

Hut though the Southern colonies, some of
which furnished more traitors than troops,
would not allow the slaves to he armed, Washington himself disregarded the resolve off'on.
fur

it related

press
to/ree negroes. He
wrote to tlie President of Congress, Dec. :i,
so

as

1775, —“It lias been represented to me that
the free negroes w ho have served in this
army,
are very much dissatisfied at
being discarded.
As it is to be

apprehended
they may ask
employment in tlie ministerial army, I have
presumed to depart Irom the resolution reRltecting them, and have given license for their
being enlisted.”
Accordingly free negroes were enlisted in
several of the colonies, and served
during the
war.
As at Lexington and Bunker Hill, so in
sulisequent battles, they stood side by side
wdtli the w hite soldiers, equals in dangers and
honors.

that

A battalion

was

sent

from Connecti-

cut, of which honorable mention is made in
history. Ahd llliodc Island furnished a regiment, w hich, as Gov. Sprague truly says, "was
[Wonounced by Washington equal, If not supe-

rior,

to any in the service.” Arnold, in his history of l’hode Island, says,—“the newly-raised
black regiment, under Col. Greene, distin-

guished

itself

by deeds

of

of univurtul

freedom, with compensation for all w ho are
loyal to the Union, and henceforth there is not
h government in Europe that would dare interfere against us. On this subject, public
opinion in Euroi>e is a unit,—and there is not
a government that would risk
itself in opposition

to

it.

The words of the Journal des lie-

hats, one of the most influential presses in
France, or in Europe, are prophetic as w ell as
admonitory.—
‘•Only one obstacle presented itself before
the South, when she asked for recognition,—
the violence of pulilie opinion against slarery.
There is the lesson I hat tee strongly recommend
to the attention of the North. On the very
day that the North should forsake that holy
cause, wherein lies at the same time her honor, and her principal element of strength, the

liecause there was no necessity for it, or for
other reasons. The British had some
companies of blacks, that had done good service before, but upon whom they charged their defeat at New Orleans. It is not
easy to tell
whether the negroes behaved worse than the
whiles, or whether the latter sought to hide
their own shame by
the former of

cowardice;

accusing
prooabUity

is that

there

difference between them in that respect.
Gen. Jackson hud armed a body ol
negro
slaves, and their courage and faithfulness has
was no

linen denied.

His address to them is
From the shores of
Mobile I collected you to arms. I invited you
to share in perils, and divide the
glory of your
white countrymen. 1 expected much from
you, for I was not uuinformed of those qualities which must render you so formidable to
never

well-known,—Soi.dikks :

invading foe. 1 kucw that
dure hunger, and thirst, and all
an

I

you could enthe hardships

*■’

HI.

pondered well

by every patriot! They were written several
months ago, by one of the truest of our friends
iii Europe. He sees that emancipation is the
only safe policy, there, as here. The South, as
a last resort, may offer it, as the
price of recognition. It cannot be done by us after intervention lias been commenced.
be done, after ours is exhausted

struggles.
er,

What would

will then be but

blow, struck

au

now

be
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aug5-6md
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No.

■

new

faithfully

shirt, please
you want a cheap and perfect
leave your measure for Mrs. A. Ml ►FFOTT’a celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the aisiieusary department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

ma^

In hi*

-DKALIUI IV-
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localities on the coast of
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■ — lr"m tin* u-a. anil afford. one of tlie moat
«»
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ci! lea.
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within than- minutes walk of the
Depot, .steamboat
Lauding, Boat titbee, < ustnm llunae, Ac., being directly in the hnaiueaa centre of the tlty.
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AlfY-ed Carr,
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BATH, MAINE.

dtf

promptly

taken store, No. 7 5 Middle Street,
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite nubile attention to their large and well selected stock of

CHA8. F. CROSMAN.

Bath, June 23. l4^.

SUMMER .SEASONS !

If'arm, Cold and Shearer Baths, I Cask lUurls, Brass
and Silver Plated Corks.
of Water Fixture for DwellA iiig Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, kc.,
and
set
iu
the
best manner, ami all orarranged
up
ders in town or country
executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
at remits! to.
Constantly oil hand. Lead Pi|*es and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
juhSLHlly

eodtf

ID rug

to

MAKER OK-

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

New

as

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

FLOUE, OOEN AND PEODUOE,

T. DOLE.

public

fr«>m the New
Ne w York and
of lii» customers

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P L U M 11 E It,

AND WHOLIRA1.K DEAI.KK8 IN

ANDREW

with house.

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

GENERAL

Commission

GOODS.

bouse-furnishing

earner of l’rnrl nod Prdrrnl St a..

je23tf

Boston, to meet the requirement*

and tlie

General Assortment of

a

fllllK attention of purchasers is invited to the large
A and desirable stock of House-keeping Goods now
in store, as above, comprising as it doe* nearly
every
article usuall) ueeded in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments, Being one of the largest stock* in the
State, purchasers can tind almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind ; and the subscriber is confident that,
combining
a* lie do*** the various branches of
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

Work.

T II O i’ll P S O
In prepared to receive orders for

3W, WASHnaoTow Rt., Bath.
•**Terms SI per day. Stable connected

lay

137. MIDDLE ST.,

prepared himself bv selections
Styles of Goods recently imported in
Hay

ME.

K.

Marble,
Marble

Dealer in

HOUSE-KEEPING

Works 6 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,

NI arble

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

ly

Merchant Tailor,

Britannia Wire, TaMe Cillery, and Plated fare,

FITTING,

manner.

PORTLAND,

OK DAY.

UEDER.

XU

WI. C. BECKETT,

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

Cock*, Valve*, ripostnd Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

Jnl4dtf

ADLAM, JrM

PLAIN

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Done iu the bent

l&iitjj

CHANtiK UK SEASON !

Me.

Parlor, CImmbor

MAXrPACTUKKR OF

GAS

Portland,

-DEALKR IN-

I. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

STEAM AND

r Uiirt

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.

ME.

of

CHAR. II* A DA.MR, Proprietor*
Je23—%m

city.

ORNAMENTAL
GILT
FRAMES.
For Oil Paintings and Looking Glasses.

Watch-Maker,

Block,

corner

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK

Portland. Me.

—

Con(rc»«,

on

THIS i* the largest Hotel in the State, possessing nil the modern improvements, and
first cl a** iu every appointment.

will be sold cheaper than at any other place in

dly

141 Middle Street,

FLOUB AND PBOVISIONS,
PORTLAND,

Style,

-C. U. 11. rnlao manufacturr,SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AXD DR A WER- WORK,
Of every ilearripliou, incluilin* Taylok'* .SklfStrpm.Tim* lilt a wrn. tho beat kind ever made.
tir All urib-ra for lb-j,amii* Furniture, Varuiah*
in*. t'nliolaterin*. Chair Seating. (.lazing, 4c..
promptly allended to.
jul31tf

L. J. CRONS,

merchants,

John Q. Twitchcll. jnl.'Ud'mi

EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland, Aug. 6. 18G2.

AXD PRALKIl* IX-

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

Tailor,

...

dimia

PORTLAND, ME.

Preble Street*.

BLAKE'S,
UNION STREET.
the

NAVY

BY

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, An*. 6.18C2.

Si tainted

J. GRANT.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

Tailor,

LEWIS BICE, Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE,

DOESKINS!

AND

ARMY

by

A. D. BEEVES,

Boston, January, 1882.

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

on

aug4—3nieod&w

(riven to CUTTING and

Commission

Spice Mills,

SH EET HERRS, fe..
Packed! in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Coffee
and
CP*
Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All giHHis warranted as represented.

HERETOFORE.

attention

Please

II.

AND

ed, every de.scriptiou of
COFFEE,
SPICES,
CREAM TARTAR.
SALE R ATI'S,

Where ho mill oontinuc the

AS

Portland.

hand, and for sale, at wholesale
market prices, in tlie crude state or manufactur-

Portland, .Inly 22,18fi2.

and every convenience for the romaccommodation of the travelling public.
norm, are large and well
ventilated;
the suit, of room, are well arranged, and
completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the hontw will continue to be
kept aa a It ret elaaa
Hotel iu every respect.

-•

13 &, 15 UNION STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

REMOVED TO

Hotel In

BEST

ARK AT-

GRANT’S

oval.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Boa-rog, Mass.,
TS the large.! and bet arranged

The .Iceping

CLARKE.

In tlie [N’eatest

un

Alfred Woodman,
('bark's Bailey.

ang20dfcwtf

HOUSE/’

undersigned

Ifh* hew England Slate.; iaeentrmllv loea*‘ld •**F "* aceeea from all the route! of
liLMdll'favc). It eontatn. the modern impruvetr "V murnt.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

NEW STORE, No.3 UNION WHARF,

98

llersey,

Portland.

BROWN,

BAS

t

A

CASKETS,

Dry Goods,

Street,

Geo. W. Woodman,

limbs mar be sees at

o xxl

&

of Grom

d3w*w3m

irtHBftl" '1'

To be found in this city, of every description, fin foiled and trimmed

Wholesale Dealers In

and Domestic

Foreign

Splints,

373 f onsrca* Street,
laHdlf

R.

and

hotel."

corner

—AND—

MAMFACTIRERS A\D JOBBERS OF CLOTII.Vfi,

FOR

CRUTCHES,

iki i;

T1A.1,

Importer*

-ALSO,——

Sheet Gutta Percha for

OUII

"keep a

bMt ,u tho ci*y. »nd very

Congrew,

r.
.p.cfully inform! the
pnblic that lie ha. Icmwd the above Home,
on Icderal Street, Portland, and
invitea
the travelling community to call and m if
lie know, "how to keep a hotel.”
Clean,
airy room., good bed., a well-provided table, attentive servant. and moderate
chargee are the inducement, he hold. out to thoee whom*
businew or pleeanre call them to the "Forest
City."
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
,,
Portland, Aug. 18, 1>*8.
dtf

COFFINS

AUJiJNa

or express promptly executed.
aujrHoodftmlamw

they

Managing Director.

MIDDLE

of

lort and

d*5w

AND

Order* bv mail

W

ARTIFICIAL

DANIEL

T H E

-A (i 1C XT FOR-

PALMER’S

.old in thi« place.

been

ever

Portland. Aug. 1.

No. 30

One Door Ka»t of Canal Bank.

TITCO.TIB,

II.

( Kosn tx \

C. .1. HIt Y DDKs,

Than they have
call at

RICHARDSON

ENGRAVER,

attff4dly

Notice to Wood and Lumber .tlcrw
chants.

summer.

HALS.

«*»

“ELJI
TH E

tin ib

Intend to varv from hi. former
he came to this city, he will .ell them
not

Toy'S DLOf K,

DESIGNER

set

June 23.

FROM

prices before

And

PORTLAND, Me.

November 1st. 1SH2. to M»v 1st, 1»13, the
rales of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will lx- advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood will Ih* conveyed between October 1st.
18»J2, and May 1st, 1803.
An advance in the rate* of fire wood will take
place
next numnier, but in consequence of changra in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to lx* made, the C
ompany will not hr able
to take tire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contract!* tor lire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next
season,
willdosoat their own
they must understand that
risk, amt that the ComjMUiy will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations lire wood can l>e carried next

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.
As he does

—

JOSEPH

can now

Street
Portland, Aug. 23,1882.

opened a Warehouse for COFCASKETS. A large assortment conmanufactured at short notice

C.

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Botch, Silrcr Plated If Brass
Cocks, f\f all kinds constantly on hand.
tW‘ All kinds of fixtures for hot aud cold water

T,.

D»J«:nHvT
*7 locatl,d

baud and

merchants,

Bath

?

GRAND TRUNK RAHWAY.

on

No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,
A few door* oast of V. S. Hotel, and examine.

Particular attention paid tnpmcnrinjr Freights,
purchtuinjr Omrgoes and Charters for vessels.
dft w6m7
August 2, 18tJ2,

Water

Must the obelisk of Freedom stand upon a nations grave? It is for us
to answer. Providence has
placed our destiny in our own hands.
W.
us

stantly

From 15 to 20 Per Cent Leu
ME

think* he
of

”e

the

_

111 Federal Street, Portland.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

destroyed by such a waiting—Imt we shall not
be saced by it, l’haraoh thus waited, until the
first born was dead in every house; and even

fate in store for

l*OBTLAND,

Y'EATON,

CASKETS,

18fl2._JAMES
A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE^

and

PLUMBERS,

The right

then he “revoked” a reluctant consent, and the
song of deliverance could not lie sung, until
it echoed over his slaughtered hosts. Is a like

foonrss Street,

Corner Commercial St. and Loug Wh’l,
Portland, Me.

THOM. LYNCH.

Je23dtf

con-

And will make to order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the tibt best. Ky giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, I can famish them cheaper than any
one else.
Aug. 6,
P. SLEEPER.

and Cabin Stores,
MOVL

Ship

proprh-tor.htp
HAVING
I ,hb hou«-; I'tomwM to .pare no pain, to
accommodate its former
patron*, a* well a*
hi* old friend* and the
public generally.
-j Having bad an experience of gUti-e,.
years,

subscriber has

AND DEALKUH IN

—

C ongress Street, keeps
all the various kinds of

stantly

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

MERCHANTS,

BARKER,

PKLKO

rear of 411
on hand

THE
TI>.Saml

teaton a rale.

Portlnad* Me.

hopeless
living (low-

late, is

Clapp’s Block,

CominiMMion

(Opposite head of Wldgery'g Wharf,)
JOHN

Residence

j.o.tceet.

t MECBAXZCAL

OPP. OLD CITY HALL,
Sindfcwoe

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

in

wasted iu empty air.
It is the [iart of men to shape, "the logic of
events''—not to wait for it. Slavery
may*be
too

ME.

‘‘Wwdentiwt,

-AND-

It cannot

a

FINDINGS,

SC/ICE OX

So. 8

PORTLAND.

IMumid

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
No. Ill Exchange Street,
Portland,

je80—3mdfc w

BXs

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

8team

Let these words of wisdom be

Onssettings,

DR. C. II. OSOOOD,

have been shed in

soil.”

—

Elastic

roBTLAND,

c.a.breed.

HOTEL,

Now in U«e,

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four doors from Middle
Street,

PAINTER,

HOTELS,
AMASA T. C. DODOE,

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

COFFINS AND

_

er

but tlie

cApen,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
Ji 23.lt f

desperate valor.”

In the war ol 1812, the subject of
arming
the negroes received but little attention—eith-

AND

Sugar Refinery,

public opinion
Europe would become indifferent, and would make no further opposition
to the acknowledgement of the South. * • •

vain; that war must be a
glorious couquest of civilization, and not a
useless butchery.
“The Republican party has saved the Union.
Its victories give it strength enough to persevere in the path whose entrance was marked
by
the election of Lincoln, and whose rational
end is the defeat of the partisans of slavery in
the North, and the proclamation of the principle of freedom for all men on the American

Block,

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

d3m

of

“A decisive step must be made towards the
enfranchisement of slaves; blood must not

Thomas

IMPORTER* OK

Lasting*, Serges,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

can

proclamation

n

Street,

POBTLAND, ME.

—

2

CITY

BREED A Tl'KEV,

Fenian., Me.
Je28tf

PORTLAHD,

tlie word.

PresUtcut make

JulZkl&wly

June 23.

unless it can be cured

That cure

86 Commercial

Half War Dewa Willaw Street,

gunpowder, The conflict is inevitable, as
well as irrepressible. There can lie no peace
between freedom and slavery. The rebellion

tion, are now opposed to arming the blacks, on
the ground that they are too mild, and
timid,
and weak, to be of any service 1 The
Ilaytien
Revolution, though it has been misrepresented

ter, has been disbanded, because the Govern-

SIGN

That Institution is itself war,—war upon the
slave—and war upon free labor. The two
cannot coexist. They can no more come in
contact without explosion, than can tire and

to heal it on the

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF.

WILLU.fl

MISCELLANEOUS.

dealer* IX

BRIGS, DYE STI FFS, GLASS W ARE,

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Cmmrclal Street,

N0 66<

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

DEAL£118 IN-

#

me

is but the culmination of a disunion that has
been festering for years. It will do no good

wholesale

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

would have lieen

relieving our own worn out troows from exhausting drudgery, weakening the enemy, and
strengthening ourselves in a corresponding degree,”

Pnrtlaud, Me.

in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23. lSfl2.
tf

year ngo,” says Thurlow Weed,
of conservative politicians, “at

million of slaves, who have licen

a

Middle Street,

a

only be by emancipation. The President stands ready to proclaim it,—waiting only for the people to give

them to prove this, in this country, owing to
their condition, and the prejudice against theinThe Regiment raised recently by Gen. Hun-

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

climate.

very men who, not long since, were terrified
at
the danger of negro
insurrections, and
talked of the savage ferocity of the
negro
character, as exhibited in the Ilaytien Revolu-

by prejudiced historians,put*beyond question
the capacity of the negro nice for
military
service. There has been little
opportunity for

Win. II. II. HATCH,

Also, Dealer

tle that followed, as will appear from the records of Congress, to whom some of their
masters applied for compensation.

1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Jeweler,
jpL Manufacturing
AND SILVERSMITH.

those slaves were killed in the bat-

Tiew of the past, is

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 0,

BUSINESS CARDS.
141

found

and

them.

SATURDAY

And that thev are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, again-t marine risks, uot exceeding

$ 10,000 in i*ny One Risk.
John Patt.n,
Oliver Mow.,
M I I.imirit.
J. II. MrLeNan.
Jan. F. ralUin,

Diucron*:
Wei. tlrumnioiid, O. F.. R. ratten,
Satn'l I Kol.in,oii, E. K lUrrting,
Arthur Sewall,
J IV Mom,
Lrni. lllacknior,
1 >«\i«l fatten,
8. A. liou^hton,
J. C. Jamreou.

Hath. July 3, 1863.

E. K. HARDING, PrcMent,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
dtSut

LARD OIL,

u-ua'ly kept iu

a

Drug and

Book,

Card &
NEATLY

Cp- State Agent for DAVW k KIDD S MAGeod&wtoctl
KETO-ELECTRIC MACftllKKS.

Fancy Printing,
EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

%

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
—----

NOMINATIONS.

ABNER COBURN,

city,

OF SKOWIIEGAN.

Representatives

For

to

For Senators,
dndroeroo’i,.CHARLES F. JORDAN, of Poland.
A roos took... .GEO. W. HASKELL, of llodgdou.
Cumberland.. SAMUEL E. SPRING, Portland,
JOHN II. PIIILHKICK, Standish,
DANIEL ELLIOT. Rrunsivick,
LEVI CRAM, Bridgton.
WI LLI AM 11. JOSS EL YN, of Phillips.
Franklin
Hancock.AARON EMERSON, of Orlsnd.
JOHN MILI.IKEN, or-.
A'cnncbcc.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
l'EI.EG F. PIKE, of Fayette.
DENNIS L. MI LLI KEN. of Walervlllc.
GEORGE A. STARR, of Thomaston.
Knot.NATHAN A. FARWELL. of Rockland.
Lincoln.ISAAC REED, of Waldoboro.
Oxford.RUFUS S. STEVENS. <if Paris,
....

GKO. B. BARROWS, of Fryeburg.
Penobscot.... JOSEPH L. SMITH, of oldtown,
JOHN A. PETERS, of Bangor,
CHARLES BEALE, of Hudson.
Piscalaanis..THOMAS B. SEABURY, of Parkman.
Sagadahoc... .JOSIA1I MERKOW, of Howdoinham.
Somerset.ASA W. M< H tKF.. ofDAVID D. STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo..H. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JSTMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
Washington.JOHN PLUMMER, of Addison.
WILLIAM DUREN. of Calais.
Tork.JOHN WENTWORTH, or Kitlery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of l'arsonsflcld.

For County Commissioners,
Androseog’n. ROBERT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of llodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Cumberland.. KF^UBEN HIGGINS. C. Eliiala-th
Franklin ...OLIVER IHiTTENGlLL. of Wilton.
Hancock.BARNEY S. HILL, for full term
Rl'FTS H. SILSBY, for vacancy.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBAltD,Knox.NATH'L Al.EOKD. of Hope.
Lincoln.BENAIAII S. CATE, of Dresden.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Penobscot. ...C. BATCIIELDEK, of
J'iscattnquit.M. A. SNOW, of Atkinson
Sagadahoc.. .SUMNER ADAMS, of Richmond.
Somerset.BENJ. F. LEADBFITTKR, ofWaldo.EEL'BEN W. FILES, of Troy.

Washingtim.DANIEL

IIOBAKT,of Dennyavflle.

Tort.DIMON ROBERTS, of Lvnian,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

For Sheri AH.
Aroostook... .WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
<W*Wanrf..TllOMAS FENNELL, Harpswoll.
.ORRKN DAGGETT, of New Sharon.
Franklin
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
JAncoln.JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
.JOHN S. CHADWICK, of Bangor.
/VWmeoC
Piscataquis..ELIAS J. HALE, of Foxcroft.
Sagadahoc.. .ALBION J. LOITER, of Bath.
Somerset.ABNER V. IllWERS, ofWaldo.J. D. TUCKER, of lie I fast.
Washington B. W. FARRAR, of Cherry field.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Well*.

system, under such circumstances.
Saturday last, about noon, a request came
from the War Department for all who could,
On

would volunteer

proceed
on

ForClerk* of Courts,
Hancock.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.
JAnnJn.GEORGE B. SAWYER, of Wiseasset.
FiscalSSELL KITKIDgK. of Milo.
Somerset.HIRAM KNOWLTON, of-

For County Treasurers,
JiMfrow»)j7'*.I8AA(’ ('. CURTIS, of Lewiston.
Aroostook.
.SAM’L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
i'umherUxnd..THOM AS II. MEAD, Bridgton.
Franklin-LEONARD KEITH, of Farmington.
Jfanrock.WILLIAM II PILSHUBY, of-.
Kennebec.DANIEL 1’IKK, of AugustaKnox.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Lincoln.EDMUND B. BOWMAN.of Wiacasoet.

Oxford.WILLIAM A. PIDgIN. of Pans.
Piscataquis.. R. DEARBORN, of Foxcroft.

,Sagadahoc. .CHARLES COBB, of Bath.
Somerset_ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.S. A HOWES, of Bel fast
ICasAi'n^fo*. IGNATIUS SARGENT, of Marhia*.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

For Register* of Deed*,
F. GAKCELON, of Lewiston.
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. y. A BARTON, Southern District.
Cumberland..TH?>MAS HANCOCK. Gray.
Franklin. ,..8. P. MoHRILL. of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAVIS, ol -.
Kennebec.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
Knox.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
JAncoln.CALVIN It HARADEN, ofOxford.ALDEN CIIASE. of Paris.
/‘emtbscot....JOHN RANDALL. Jr., of-.
Piscataquis..DAVID SHEPHERD, of Sol**.
Sagadahoc.. JANE II. SHAW, of Bath.
Somerset.SAMUEL HOPKINS, of Sknwkcgaa.
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brooks.
Washington.J. C. ADAMS, of Cherrvfield.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
Judge of Probate,
Oxford.ENOCH W. WOODBURY, of Sweden.
For

For Register of Prohate,
Lincoln.JOSEPH J. KENNEDY, of-

Stale of Maine.
Exkcttivk Dkpartmbxt, I
Augusta. August 25, 1852. 1

he held at the Connell
ANwilladjourned
the

ta,

session of the Kxccutire Council
Chamber, in Augustwenty-third day of September

Tuesday

on

Attest,
JOSEPH B. IIALL,
.Secretary of State.
ang21dtd

next.

the battle-field.

exceedingly afraid

that

somebody

would Uriel

President, and like the pugnacius individual who desired some one to “step
on the tail of his coat,” it hits been “spoiling for
fault with

a

light.”

yesterday morning it changed
pitches into the Chief Magistrate

But

follows:

as

intelligence thrown out the public that a
It was stated from the
was going on.
Department, that eight or ten thousand of our
fellow countrymen were lying upon the field
wounded, and that ample means of conveyance
would be furnished by the Government with
all possible haste. An order was also issued,
directing the organization of the volunteers
into “cor|>s,” with a surgeon at their head, and
that each one would provide themselves with
lint and cloths for bandages, a water pail ami
dipper, a liottle of brandy, and two or three
days’ rations. There was a general response
to this call; and for the purpose of showing
you the grounds of complaint which issued
from the lips of all u)>on their return, 1 propose to give you a short account of the trip.
A train of cars

x lie

armies

in

anu

amuim

me

capital

arc

sults will immediately follow.
In union there
Is strength.
The division of the army, and
placing it under different and Incompetent offiHad Mecers, was the mistake of the war.
Clellan's plans not been iuterlered with, we
have no doubt he would have been in Richmond in season to celebrate the 4th of July.

The President having distinctly declared
himself

responsible

for the measures

adopted

by

his administration, an attack upon that administration is an attack upon the President.
If the mistake was made as alleged liy the

Advertiser,

the mistake

was

made

by

the Pres-

ident, and admitting its truth, which wc do
not, it Is in bad taste to take this time to And
fault. If ‘‘McClellan plans’’ have been interfered with, the President is solely responsible,
and this coarse, unmanly, backhanded thrust

capability and integrity by the Advertihardly to have been cxp-ctcd alter its
loud professions, but is a fair specimen of the
“splendid summersaults” it frequently turns.

was

advertised to leave Ma-

at 5 o'clock

ryland Avenue

precisely, at which
time thousands of people had assembled, many
of whom were armed and equipped as the order directed.

Two hours

spent, and no
signs of the train moving; hundreds left in
disgust. At about 9 o'clock the train started,
with about

thousand

a

were

people packed

in cattle

cars, which had but a short time been made vacant, from the appearance of the floor, with an

imbecile engine

draw Iff

to

The volunteers

found themselves destined to spend the
night on the road, as, from the inability of the
engine to draw the train up the grades, exsoon

cept by piecemeals, three or four cars nt a
time, they got over the road at the rate of not
mile per hour, only
tion at 8 o'clock in the

one

T

Im.mnn

it:

reaching Fairfax stamorning. But very

,..’,11

experience, parked,

«l,n»

they

as

in unventil-

were,

mod, the like of which I never saw. Some of
the party, a little more plucky than others, attempted to go on, hut were turned hack by the

pickets. In this dilemma, thcyltelegraphed to
Washington for orders, and their reply intimated that they had better come bark, which
they did, and as the grade was more favorable,
they were not quite so long getting back to
Alexandria. When they got hark to Alexandria another trouble awaited them, as there
were »a arrangements for them to get
up to
Washington. They finally managed to reach

These three regiments moved across the
cornfield, down theravine. and lip the opposite
slope, with the greatest gallantry and determination. and almost instantly broke the rebel
line and put them to flight. They were pursued by the tire of our artilMy, but owing to
the darkness and the storm, pursuit by infantry for any distance was impossible.
Our troops occupied tile position from which
the enemy had been driven, Gen. Berry's reserve brigade holding tile ground all night..
Our ilead were buried, and the wounded carried off the ground. Some prisoners wen- taken from the enemy. Among them were the
Adjutant General of Gen. Jones,and Ids Chief
of Ordnance.
Our loss in killed and wounded in Gen. Ilir.
uey's command was about 200.
The enemy’s forces consisted of parts of the
divisions of Gens. Jackson, Ewell and Hill,
iiutnlx-ring Irom 10,000 to 12,000.
The battle was fought upon our side after
Kearney's arrival entirely by Blrney’s brigade.
Gen. Birney’s conduct was distinguished by
great skill and galantry. With less than 3000
trixips he restored the fortunes of a light in
which greater numbers on our side had already
been worsted, and then by his admirable disposition of Ids troops, and their steadiness and
courage, drove three times his own strength
Horn the Held and held it the night.
The lolst New York was exposed during
Hie tight, and lost heavily in killed and wounded.
Gen. lleno's loss is not accurately known,
hut is supposed to lx- about lOUOl Tile enemy
Ix'ing without artillery, our troops suffered hilt
little in comparison with their loss.

graphed for,

own

but had

andria. when they
Your humble

proceeded only

^obliged

wens

correspondent

to

was

to

Alex-

come

hack.

one

of the

party that started, hut didn't get there.
All Is confusion here now, in regard to the
killed and wounded. Dp to to-day I cannot
learn that any of our Maine troops were in the
engagements of Friday and Saturday, except
two or three

batteries,

and

they

badly

were

rut

up.
The 5th Maine

Battery lost

four guns, and a
Lieut. Twltchel! is said to be
Poor fellow! I suppose this to lie the

niimlier of men.
killed.

manly, soldier-like forii we used to
often in our streets in IV tland. lie
has died in a noble cause. The 2d Maine
Battery also suffered much, losing two or more
one

whose

see

so

guns. It is said they stood their ground nobly, and rendered most efficient service. The
2d Maine Regiment is said to lie badly cut up,

but

we

get nothing definite yet

can

lied upon.
now

Many

to

lie re-

of our Maine troops
the field, having been inarched,

on

more

with their several
Much

more

dence is

Divisions, to reinforce Pope.
fighting is expected, but confi-

expressed

The wounded

The Great

hundreds

When the next

hour, and

most every

tals. and

(For

arriving hereby

are taken to the Hospitile houses of citizens here, who

to

lion takes

kindly thrown them open to receive them.
The most of them seem to lie wounded in the
severely

wounded and

brought

here

are

to

die.

least,

Vvitpvlltinrv miauililn

comfort and relief in
hearted women

umII l>o

city. The nobleof Washington, were outcome

Public Chucuh.

heretofore been held

pn-ceeding

our

on

annual

the

Saturday evening
State election. They

also decided that the nominations of candiRepresentatives should Is- announc-

dates for

ed in the pap-rs of Saturday, which has not
been usual heretofore.
It was
would

supposed that
not call a public

cans

did not.

they

found out that no

the Democratic party
caucus if tin- Republi-

But wc learn that as soon as

Republican caucus was
to be held, they engaged the City Hall for
Saturday evening, and intend holding a meeting, where, under the guise of “friendship for
the Union,” they will endeavor to make some
proselytes to the Bradbury ticket. The thing
wont work.
is the ticket to be voted

23p“The following
on Monday next in

for

Portland:

For Goecrnoi—Abner Coburn.
For Uejjresentatice to Congress—John X.
Goodwin.
For Senators—Samuel E. Spring, Daniel
Elliot, John II. Pbflbrick, Devi Cram.
For County Commissioner—Reuben Hig-

gins.

For Sheriff—Tfopmas Pennell.
For County Attorney—Moses M. Butler.
For Hegisicr of Deeds—Thomas Hancock.
For County Treasurer—Thomas H. Mead.
For Rejtreientatires to the Legislature—
Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Jacob McLellen,
Abner Shaw, George Worcester.

the clauis left over at this celebra-

nor

ittim

hiiiik

iiiiu

Arry

i<*w oi

nis

old customers w ill like to lx; there—the Hon.
Mr. McGee, Ex-Governor Washburn, or Jared

hundred strong, on the avenue, when the
trains arrived, with their baskets full of fixxi

Sparks,

l). I).. LL.

1)., Ac., Ac.,

for

example—

descriptions, for these sons,
husbands and fathers who had been mangled
upon the battle field. Many incidents of interest might lx- cited here, but I forbear as
my

unless favored with

communication is too

In the first place, the great multitude wore
kept caged up in the hot sunshine, till most of

and luxuries of all

The

a

bad cold,

or no

smellers.

simple

fact is that some two thousand
of us, not “sir thousand." w ere feasted on garbage and carrion at 37 1-2 cents a head.

long already,
praised by every ixxly. And
it is distinctly understiMxl that so tongas Hooker, Sige), ami Heintzleman are in the field they
will light.
Washington is safe beyond a question. None
of the new levy of troops from Maine, have
Gen. Banks is

them were

howling

for

hunger,

and then turn-

ed loose, all at once, like famished wolves,headlong, upon a table covered with crockery-ware;

which, alter pulling and hauling, and sputtering and swearing, and slopping and spilling,
by platoons, for a good half hour, they were
at

been sent forward to the battle field.

treated with

pint, or
passed

half

pint (the less the
for flsh-chowder—not
so bad alter all, though the
potahics were not
half boiled; or with clnm-chme<Icr, which not-

“Capitoi..”

better), ol

[From
Regular Correspondent.]
Letter from the State Capital.
our

Errors Corrected—Caucus of Loyal Men—
Nominee*—Recruits.

a

what

withstanding the superabundance of high seasoning, was absolutely offensive; so that

Augusta, Sept. 5,1WI2.
Phkrr: Instead of “Acting Quar-

bow l was offered you—near enough fo
Eiiitoiir
termaster General of Maine,-’ 1 should have i catch a whiff, you would step back in a hurry
and look about you to see if you had not trodstyled F. M. Sabine, Esq., “Acting Assistant
den on something, or pass the carrion to a
byQuartermaster General, Ac.” The Adjutant !
stander—w ith a bow. You lt&ve no idea how
General is by law the “Q. M. General" of the !
exceedingly courteous the starving multitude
State. The mistake arose from haste and inwere, one half running alxmt all the time w ith
when

a

i

advertency.
Under

a

call for

a

caucus

of

Republicans, and

all others in favor of the National and State
Administrations, held last evening in Meonaon
Hall in this city, lion. Samuel Cony and Josh-

Turner, Esq., were nominated with great
unanimity for Representatives in the next Legislature. Judge Cony is weil know'll throughua

out the State, and will command great influence in the House.
Mr. Turner was formerly
in the

Legislature

from

Leeds, has lx>en Register of Probate for this County, and for many
years was steward of the Insane Hospital in
this city, lie is a leading merchant here, and
a

sound man.

whelmingly

Both candidates

elected.

Two hundred and

w

ill be

over-

two

Ixiw ls in their

tomer—with the

hands, trying to find a cussnuffles; and all this,after we,

most of us, had been without a mouthful
from early morning to near nightfall—steamor

ing

and

board of

sweltering, and
vessel reeking

a

half suffocated—on
with

abominations,
amudscow; or
hot sunshine,

stowed away in bulk aboard
standing out unsheltered in the
far away from the speakers, and almost out of
earshot from the cannon.
or

Yet for

biscuit,
obliged

or

a

bowl of this loathsome food :uid

cracker, the great multitude

one

were

pay 37 1-2 cents a head—about seven
hundred and fifty dollars, therefore, if only 2000
were
were

to

admitted to the privilege—before they
allowed to go in out of the sun! And

thirty recruit* for the
Cavalry have been raised under direc- then, after this, we came near having to pay
50 cents apiece for another privilege—that of
tion of Capt. Cowan, one hundred and twentygoing aboard the scow and there waiting, crosslive of whom will leave for the Regiment on
Monday next, In charge of Capt. Putnam. ; piled, for a chance to Hath. Hurrah for the
“Great Success,” therefore! and hurrah for
Ninety-four have already gone on, and are j
the rnan>u/ers—and above all, three cheers
now, doubtless, with the Regiment.
and a tiger, for the guests who were kept away
is
llobie
at
Major
present stationed here, i
by the providence of God.
and is paying off the recruits.
I’. —If the commissary-general should be
1 shall send you list of appointments in my
next.
bKiu.Misiii.n,
indicted for selling unwholesome provisions—
Maine

ORIGINAL

SELECTED.

made fur arrest of judgment, upon the ground
that the statute does not refer to cooked pro-

visions,

without credit.

we

ready

are

to show that the potatoes

meeting

war

Thursday afternoon,
The people turned out

us, which it had

Town Hall.

spirited

in

large

their love for their

country has suffered

trying

no

times.

much

hel|>cd

good feeling by

the

its strains of

video.

Windham has done well in turning out its
soldiers. The first quota is full, nnd but six-

Coe. Fessenden.—The
Washington correspondent of the New York
World, under date of the 3d, says:
the influence of Senator Fessenden, a Hag of truce was seut out to-day for the
purpose of recovering the body of his son,
Col. Fessenden, who was buried near Bull
Ktm. At night fall no answer had been received, and it is probable that the mission was
successful.”

patriotic

Jameson Caucus.—The Jameson Demoof tills

city,

held

last

evening
in the “Senate Chamber.” Lewis Pierce, Esq.,
was Chairman, and F. B. Eveleth,
Secretary.
A committee appointed for the purpose reported the following nominations, which were
accepted:
Senators.—Phinehas Barnes,Portland; Wm.
Buxton, North Yarmouth; George W. Plummer, New Gloucester; H. J. Swasey,Standish.
County Treasurer.—II. D. McLellan, Gorcaucus

a

We give place to a communication from
John Neal, Esq., in relation to the Fopharn

Celebration,
word of the

County Commissioner.— George Perley,
Gray.
County Attorney.—James T. McCobh, Portland.

Sheriff.—Samuel Haskell, Cape Elizabeth.
Register of Deeds.—Miss Harriet K. K.

Irish, Gorham.

RejtresenUMtes.—Charles E. Barrett, Jacob
McLellan, ( harles U. Stuart, Harris C. Barnes.
George F. Emery, Esq., was reported as the
candidate for Congress, but the report was re-

in the
vate

majority report

After

some

discus-

accepted by

a

of 5 to 4.

vote

The resolutions

passed at the Penobscot
County Union Convention were adopted. A
City Committee of one from each Ward was
chosen and the

fff

Bradbury

P. Gould was the
The fact

is,
Governorship,

prinearly

as a

in

was

was

the first

look him tip.

Saco.—The loyal people

in

of Saeo are alive to their

duty in this hour of
our country's trial anil |teril.
Frequent meeting are held, and recruits are lieing secured
with most gratifying despatch. On Thursday
evening last the spacious town Hall was crowded with ladies and gentlemen, who listened
with profound attention for over an hour to
speeches from Mr. Libby, Principal of the
Academy in that place, and J. T. Oilman ofthe
•

Portland Press.

The quota of the town

reported lacking

eighteen.

about

was

A few eve-

nings since Thomas M. Hayes, Esq., a distinguished lawyer ofSaeo, two years since I)einocratic Candidate for Congress, and last year

This will do to put along side of the Argus’
insertion of the nomination of Joseph E.

District,

He

health, he

his

pains to

War Mf.ktino

Conscience!

in the 3d

volunteered

anc

active supporter of Mr. Dnna.inade a telling
speed) of over an hour, to a crowded house, in

when A.

an

luckf man!

which he took

Bion B is alnrnt as near to, the

square-edged ground

in favor

that nobody “can sue it,” Tho rot© on Monday will leave B. B. very far up the Source of

of supporting the government, and of crushing
out the rebellion.
Mr. H. exposed the fallacy
of tho vooout Democratic Otslc Convention
resolutions, ami said the idea of restoring the

the

Union

as

he has

been to the State

Senate in former times—and that is

so

far

off,

Magalloway.

Tint Kili.eh an-ii Wocihiko.—The New
York Herald publishes a list of killed and
wounded in the late battles, from which we
collect the following Maine names:
U. A. Brown, 2d reg., hip; II. II. Blackwell,
F, 2d; J, W. Curtis. 1,2d; II. C. Carter, E,3d;
M. Doheny, 2d, thigh; W. A. Darliff. 4th, leg;
C. Ellis, G, 10th: A. Fenton, 2d, throat; S.

O.

of this

city,

where lot- Kelley’s

The first was a

thought

A-

tips will

received

this

At first it

amputated,

give a
its lieing

diseases

he ha

can

be fouud at his

attention

of the eye aud

paid
ear.

to

Surgery, including
augT—6md

8.621.do.1181

.do.11*]
4*',7ot).do.ll*J
4,UU0.do.118

Brighten Mnrkrt*-Sepl. 4.
At market, 1475 Peeves, 460 Stores, 4400 Sheep aud
lamdis. and 350 Swine.
Prices— Market Peef—Lxtra 36 75;
tint quality
36 60; mvoikI do 35 76; third do 34 50 a 5 25.
Working Ixen—365. *2, If* a 115.
Milch ( own—.<17 a 45; commou do 320 a 23.
\ val Calves—33 a 4.
Yearlings. 7 75 a 8 59; two yean old 315 a 16; three
years old, 319 a Jo.
Hides. 36; a 7c U lb. Calf Skins, 8 a 9c p lb.
Tallow—Salt** at 7J a7*e |> lb.
Slmep and I.atiibs—32 00 a 2 50; extra 33, 3 50 a
3 75.
pelts—87 a 31 00.

presenting themselves

Rumored Official Changes,—Our Bos-

exchanges yesterday,announced that a rcl>ort reached that city Thursday evening, by
teiegrapli to the Merchant's Reading Room, to
the effect that Mr. Stanton had resigned, and
had been succeeded by Gen. Ilailcck, and also
that Gen. McClellan bad lieen appointed Com-

Portland, and

give notice that

20.960

cer-

ton

would

ffl Kasteru Railroad.. 74
24 Old < oiouy and Fall 1*1 ver Railroad.1091
« ou|»ou Sixes (1H81). 99*
39.Hm United Staten 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.108
1.000 U. S. Certilicates of Indebtedness. 9*1
10,000 .do. 99
6.7tK) United States iJcinaud Notes.HWI
196 .do
10*|
2,680 American Gold..118

Seventeen have enlisted since the 1st of
are

106 lVarl Street, Boston.
BKAKCE, Treasurer.

I,50b United Statin

About 100 men enlisted in the mouth of Auand men

all Shoe Dealers iu the

BROKERS* BOARD.
Salk or Stocks.—Poston, Sept. 5.1862.
3 Michigan Central Railroad. 68}
2.09U Michigan Central Lights (1882).112

recruiting service for the navy is going
well at the office No. So Commercial street.

September,
daily.

Tip Co.,

qUIMRY.

Particular

The

gust.

pair with the
The Tippet

Physician amd Suboioi.-H. A. LAMP. M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Me.

tificate to that effect, and upon
presented at the Adjutant General’s office, towns
will l»e credited with the men so enlisted.
on

by

by

Ukmtistky.—l>r. JOSIAH llKALLi, No. 241 ConStreet, lint door cast of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
augTdly

a

will

sold

without,

so

gress

days.

place

are

three

do

office.S2 0O
Eaclt subsequent sitting at office.60
City Patients, lirst Examination at resideuce,... 2 60
Fiacti subsequent visit at resideuce,. 1 00
August 16, 1862.—tf

the examination of the surgeon,
on board tile ship, the
at

Spring Pigs—Wholesale 5c; retail6$ a 6Jc.
f at Hogs—-41c l*1 lb.
Peeves are sold by the head, at prices equal to the
value u it, of the estimated weight of Beef in tlie
the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
] quarter,
agreed on by the |»arties—varying from 28 to 34 per
cent.

Up to the hour of writing (last evenIn this citv 4th inst, by Rev. l»r. Slmiler. Mr. Johu
had received no continuation of the ! F. Foss to Miss s. Lizzie Hahn, both of Wiuthrop.
report, and until it is certain, we forbear comDIED.
ment.
It may be that our regular dispatches

States.

we

may confirm the report, but we
doubt the truth of the report
Stanton is concerned.

are
so

r?"* Gov. Washburn arrived in

day evening,

on

R. L.aiul lelt for

yesterday.

Ins return from

Augusta

inclined to
tar :is Mr.

In this
years.

city

4th

Timre-

Providence,

at one o’clock P. M.

W. II.

Liverpool

Londonderry.

atteruoou at 3 o’clock, from
St. M L. Church.
In Westbrook 6th inst, Mrs. Anna Fobes, widow of
the late Amasa Folx*s, aged 90 years 7 mouths.
US’ "Funeral at her late residence on Sunday at 1]

Congress
:

o'clock.
l

KINDS,

In Augusta 26th ult. Kllen R., wife of Henry W.
ark, ol Mexico, aged 25.

Market, Portland.

KKSSEY,

A. w.

PORTgK.

tlT Hoods delivered in sny psrt of the city
charge.
sepS—3m

free

of
TO A It III VK.

..Liverpool.New

York.
York

23
27
27
30
28
3
8
13

.Aug
Aug
Aug
Australasian.Liverpool.New York Aug
New
Boruassa.Southampton.
**,na

.Liverpool.New York

Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec.Aug
Limburg.Liverpool..
r.K«w York.. Sept
A
rahia.Liverpool.Boston.Sept
SwU*.Liverpool.New York..Sept

CHASE BROTHERS A CO„
\N id(5t,ry’H

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept

Great

Eastern.New York.. Liverpool.Sept
Persia.New York.. Liverpool.Sept
City of Washing’n.New York.. Liverpool.Sept
Teutonia.New York

Hamburg.Sept

IMPORTERS,
_»ep6—3m

8
6
8
8
Vt
10
13
17
20

JOHNSON A CHENERY,
DEALER* IX-

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES,
AND

MINIATFRE ALMANAC.

General Union Democratic Cnecn*.

TsKWS.

Friday. ScgicaWr ft.
ARRIVED.
Bark N M Haven. Hall, Turk* Island 22d nit.
Brig Tornado, Rittal, Matanza* via Holme*’ Hole.
Sch Win B king. (Br) Cambell, Maitland NS.
Sch Ceresco. Smith, St George NB.
Sch Lizzie W Dyer, McDuffie, Fhiladelphia.
Sell Sea Bird. Jones, Albany.
Sch Jas McCIces, French, Albany.
Sell Hudson, Orr, Elizabethport.
Sch Merrill, Johnson, Boston.
Sch Gen Warren, Ueiisou, Calais for New York.
Sch Bet«ey A Eliza. Staulev, Ponton for Calais.
Sell Belle, Bulger, Eastport for New York.
Sch I*agrange. Murch, Calais for New York.
Sch ITIot, Robiusou. Tremont for Boston.
Sch Liviua, Robinson. Tremont for Boston.
Sch Sea Serpent. Arey, Rockland for Roxbnry.
Sch Ariadne, Gordon, Sullivan for Bostou.
Sch Redondo, Seavey, Calais for Boston.
Sch Concordia, Coomb*. Bath for Breton.
Sch Andrew Jackson. Fierce, Rockland.
Sch Sisters. Brown, Rockland.
Sch Freeport. Sawyer, Rockland.
Sch Storm King. Johnson, Harp-well.
Steamer New Eugland, Field, St John NB via
East port.

Knight,

Look oat for

Danner,

jucser,

tn,

dt

n u

ion

MoOOT
la

MEMORANDA.
1st, state that the

of Aug
Valparaiso advices
of the

kicking

How

or

np the dn.t again. Visit his atom
on* of his naw lot op raicca.

Never!

The following

and ret

Improve your Chsaee!

arc some

•ell for

of the article* which be
one week at

will

WONDERFULLY LOW PRICES

:

Extra line live yard worsted braids, at old price, for
this week only; serpentine braids; spool cotton*; linen threads; pins; needles; pearl buttons; silk dre**
buttons; a great» ariety of rubl*er buttons.
.Stationery; perfumery; toothbrushes; hair braahe»; china toys and vases.
A great variety of toilet soaps. fiO per cent, lower
than the regular prices at other places, such as Wornley's honey soap; Glen’s do.; Robinson's palm oil,
glycerine, numace and silver soap*; Davis' amber
soap; castile, rose, Me., Me.
Big bargains in linen shirt fronts; children’s cot-

m

Son.
Brig Mary C Mariner, Mariner, Boston, to load for
New Orleans, by C M Davi*.
Steamer New Ehglaud, Field, Fast port.

tinued

MARKET SQUARE.

13

Boston.

liingiu

this WeekI

Bargains
AT-

CLEARED.
ncn

PRODUCE,
Portland, Me.

Democrats and a I others who are ia favor of tho
election of General ( haklk* D. Jameson for Goveruor, are requested to meet in General Cauea* in
the .Senate Chamber, New
City Building, on Friday
Erming nrxf. Sept. 5th. at 7| o'clock, to nominate
four candidates for Representative* to the State
Legislature. and to act on such business as may be broagbt
before the meeting.
IVr order I n ion iK mocratic
City7 Committee.
Sept 4th, lWtf.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Steamer Lewiston.

COUNTRY

21»t ('ongress Street,
s-p&-3m

September.Saturdayy 6.
IIKill WATER.
I
BLN.
Morning 0.15 | Evening 9.30 | Rises.. 6.3b | Beta.. 8.28

MAIL IlSTE

Wharf, Portland, Me.,

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

AXD

TO DEPART.

Europe.. .Boston.Liverpool.Sept
llammonia. ...New York.. Hamburg.Sept
( ity of New York.New York..
Liver|kk»1.Sept

UMI

nailUfcCrCIIH'IN.

CL c.

Ladies suspenders, the most sensible arrangement
of the times.
Kubber and born book combs, very handsome
styles, cheap: rubber dressing combs; side combo
and pocket combs; children'* round combs, for a%
trifle.

con-

depression

copper markets in Europe,
together with the influx ot disposable tonnage on
the coast, have tended to a further slight depression
in rate, fbr freights and art not likely to improve under existing circumstance*,
Shin Heunr Itrighaiu has been sold at San Francisco bv the United States Marshal, for *15,260.
The schooner* Lion, and Aipiilla, both prize* to the
United Stale* Government, were sold at auction in
Philadelphia on the 2d iust—the former for 94200,aud
aud the latter for 936U0.

Beside* the above, we have hand reds of articles
which we have not room to specify, all of which will
be offered for one week at extreme.y low price*.
Call and

get

last.

a

Now is your Time for BargalMt
LOOK OUT FOR A

13

DISASTERS.
Clifton, ashore ai Cape lleulopcn, ha* been
discharged, and was to bo sold 3d in*t.
Sch Nile, from Baltimore, was run into on Tuceday
off Baruagat by an unknown schooner, and sunk in

OR AS l> RUSff AT

Market

Square.

septdlw

Sch

Come !

fifteen minute*. Iler crew were saves! and have arrived at New York.
Sch J B Dickinson, ashore on Pe*«|tie Island, has
been purchased, together with all her spars, chains,
for 9260. She is not worth getting off
rigging,
ami will be broken up.

Come I

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Plymouth 30th ult. sch Samuel Davis, Swift,
Grand Bank. 30.000 fish.
Arat Gloucester l«t inst.sch* Weather Gage, Cu«hing. aud Martlut A Potter, Littletield, Bay St Lawrence: Col Ellsworth. Howe, do.
Ar2d, sch* Two Forty, Meguin; Empire State,
Smith, and Nor' Wetter, Uillier, from Bay St Law-

TWENTY
-Can have

6th Maine

MEN

place

a

in the-

Battery,—Capt. McGilTery,

Among those brave and gallant men, if applied for

rence.

homed lately.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 9th, aliip Fearless, Holt,
New York.
Ar loth, ship Twilight, Gab-*, fm New Y'ork ; bark
Lucy Ann. Townsend. Humboldt; brig Boston,
Hughes, San Pedro.
Ship t icean Hover i* laid on for Boston; the ship
Sagamore load* grain for Liverpmil at £2 5s.
The disengaged are ship Western Continent; hark
<'o.Nn.
tWTsUJ
IC.r^lia, Fremits
Lucky Star, Oregon. Palmetto, Peter Clinton, KivaJ,
Onward and Speedwell.
NEW ORLEANS—In port 24th.
Catharine,
Freeman, for New Y'ork; brig Mecliauic, Look,
Boston.
•
KEY WEST—In port, ship Congress, Drink water,
for New York, in ballast.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, brig Echo. Benson. Guanica PH.
Sid 2d. ship Scioto, Mack, for Liverpool; 3d, brig
Circassian. IGagao. Montevideo.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d. brig W M Dodge. Anderson, Kio Janeiro; sch Otter Hock. Laue, New
Y'ork.
NEW Y'ORK—Ar 3d, shins John Bunyan, Carver,
London; Kobeua. Martin. Newrv, hark Henry Wilson, Marseilles; Princeton,
Dcmarara; AC
Merrvnian. Gray, Key Went; sch S K Hart, Kent,

$930.00 BOINTY

$75 in

*

ADVANCE,

each recruit before leaving the State.

Paid to

and 190 Acres of Land,

Money,

At the close of the

Now is

war.

the last cbanco-

Come!
N. B.—Members of the Battery

ship

exempted from

are

picket duty.
Office 37 Market Square,

THURSTON,
Kocrulein, ofllecr.

SAMUEL

angTT—dlw

COAL

&

CHEAP

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY 1’AKT OF TtlECITY.

Seely.

SPRIXO MOVXTJIX LEHIGH,
HAZELTOX LEHIGH.
COLERAIXK LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOCXTAIX,
JOUSS,
THE GEXCISE LORBERT,

Bangor.

Also ar 3d. shifts Jav% from Glasgow; Confidence,
Cole, fm Greenock.
Cld 3d, shift* Arey, Starkey, and Messenger, Woodside, San Francisco; Clarissa Currier, Flitner, LiverjMtnl; hark Welkin, Blanchard. Glasgow: sobs J B

Litchfield, Crockett,New Orleans; Messenger,Doane,
Lvnn; Planet, Harding. Bangor.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 3d, brig Neuvitas, Wright,

Pare an* Free Barnla*.

CUMBERLAND

BOSTON—Ar 4th. bark Good Hope. Gordon, from
Algoa Bay CGII; W A Hanks. Bartlett. Gotteubnrg;
Helen Maria. Marshall, Piefou; Suliote. Panno, New
Orleans; brig Centaur. Kelton. do; sch* Julia France*. Webber. Eiixahetk|>ort; Knight, Gage, Philadelphia; Frolic, McCarthy, Belfast; Light Boat,
Clark. Frankfort; Alpine,' Elliot, Bath; Nile, Prealty, Gloucester.
SALEM—Ar 3d. sch* Virginia. Haskell, from Steuben; Grumgu*, Pomeroy, Frauklin; Frolic, McCar-

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.
Coal*

strictly
warranted to give satisfkction.
TIIKSF,

of the beet

are

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Moll Wood.

thy. Belfast.

PLYMOUTH—Ar 3th. sclia Austin, Parsons, Philadelphia; Seth A William, Coombs, Bangor, (and
cld 4th for do.)
SOMERSET—Ar 1st, ach Lcjok, Whitmore, from
lictou.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 2d, sch Xieanor, Parker, for

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Office, Commercial St,

head

of

Maine

Whf.

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

New York.
SURRY—Sid 27th. sch Snrf, Curry. Providence.
BATH—Ar 4th, schs Ceylon,
Pictou; Golden Rod, Bishop, New York.

juisitr

Dodge,

FOKEIti.i

Trunks !

Trunks !

PURTS.

Sailed from Falmouth 18th ult, brig Stephen DunTvler. Loudon.
Ar at Callao
prev to 12th ult. ships Castine. Smith,
Liverpool, (and sld tor Chinchas to load for Cork at
£4) Josiah L llale. Graves, Sau Francisco, (aud sld
for ( hinehas to haul for Cork at £3 15) Young Mechanic. McLoon, do do; Franklin Haven, ltartlett,
Liverpool, (and sailed for Chinchas to load for Cork
at £4 10); Sam Dunning, Skolticld, New York (aud
sailed for Chinchas to load for Cork for orders at
£3 15); bark Priscilla, Newton, Londonderrv, (and
sailed for Chinchas to load lor Cork for orders, at
£4 10.)
at Buenos Ayres July 5, bark Rebecca Goddard,
urd, Boston.
Sailed from Bordeaux 2lst ult, brig II G Berry,
Race, New York.
Ar at Asplnwall 23d ult, bark Nanthc, Chapman,
New York.
Sld 15th, bark P Pendleton, Moxey. Porto Bello;
ltjth. brig K Drummond, Conway, New Y'ork.
At Montevideo July 23d. ship* Kate Sweet laud,
Thorndike, for Liverpool, Idg; Ceres, Waite, from
New York for Buenos Ayres next dav.
At Rio Janairo 3d ult, hark J A Hazard, Lawson,
from New Y’ork, disg.
At Quebec 1st iust, ship F.noch Barnard, Ross, for
Loudon.

P0RTMAHTEAU8,

SVALISES,
Carpet-Bags,
-AMD-

can.

DURAN’S

IRANI *’AC TOBY,

No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.
A

fAr

LAROE and Fashionable Stock of the above artides inav be found at this establishment, coma traveling outfit.
J. R. DLKAN.

prising everv description for
Mm
July 30, 1*3.

Polieiew

W nr

entering the Militabt
GRANTED
Naval Service, by
to

|

js

rsons

Mutual Life Insurance

or

Company,

-or-

NEW
Cash

YORK.

Fund ***■*,f>00,000.

(Eight ami a half Million Dollars.)
[Per steamship North Amarican. at tjucbec.J
W. U. LITTLE* Agent,
Liverpool 291 It ult, IDcort, Whitman; Isaac
Webb, Hutchinson; R Robinsou, Long, aud Win
Office 31 Exchange Street.
sepl—tf
Ta|wcott, Boll, New- York
( Id 19th, Imogene, Williams. Pernambuco.
CM at Loudon. Sparkling Sea, WDwell, for Cardiff
aud Buenos Ayres.
THE OLD PORTLAND
Kntd outward 20th, Ashburton, Rradish. for New i
Arat

BAND,

REORGANIZED.

York.
Ar at

K<

v

Gravesetid 21st,
York

John

Bertram, knudson,

fin.

Arat lK*al 29th, Harrisburg, WDwell, Loudon,
(and rid for Cardiff;) Patrick Henry, Moore, do (aud
rid for New York.)
Ar at Mumbles 29th, Berkshire, Williams, Bremerhaven.
Arat Newport $Hh. John A Parks, Parks, Antwerp.
Ar at
( ullao.

Queenstown 19th, Joseph Gilchrist, Carney,

J. COLE*

•

■

•

■

Leader.

•

COLE, and the members of the Portland
Baud, ha\ ing returned from the war. the Band
has been re-orgaitixed and consolidated on
the old basis, and is now pre|mred to ftirnish

#MR.

MUSIC FOR THE

at short notice.
J.

MILLION,

may be made with
Lmuier, li»j Market Square,

Engagements
COLE.

Or
Ar at Trieste 15th ult, Racehorse. Searles, from
Boston.
Arat Valencia 7th ult, Julia, Strickland, Callao.
At Marseilles 18th ult, Orpuu, Smith, for N York,

Sept. 1, dlw.

C. L. CURTIS, Secretary.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

loading.

Ar at Etsfneur 17th ult, Geranium, Pierce, I leaburg for Uuilon.
Sailed from Antwerp 29th ult, Peer loss, Skalling,

JOHN Pl'BINTON,
N«* 183 Fsre Street, Psrtlnad,

for New York.

New|*orf. Aug 22—The American ship Mazatlan. (of
Bath) hence tor St Thomas, which put back here
August 6th, leaky, aud discharged, has since been
Queenstown, Aug 22—The Brazil, Short', from LivBangor (L. 8.) put in leaky, and with loss

erpool for

of rudder-head.
Calcutta, July 16—The ship Solferino, Pendleton,
from Newport, which arrived here 2d, grounded on
her way up tlie river near Mud Point, floated, hut
again took the ground near saugor Sound; will be
examined when discharged.

inst, Rev. C. 11. Lothrop, aged 27

6JT*Funenil Sunday

town

Nos. 2, 4 A 0 Warren

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadiau line, which call at

sold.

lUAUKIED.__

uiandcr-in-Chief of the armies of the United

ing).

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

F'irst Examination at

and have been received

receiving officer

long a«

can

MEATS OF ALL

him.

is necessary to get an order from the Adjutant General of the State.
When the men

passed

can

Room,
No. 13 lsTEUKATloxAL HoL’SE. Tuesday, August
12th, where lie will attend to all wishing to consul
relumed to

Navai. Recruits.—We stated yesterday
that persons who shipp in the navy are now
reckoned ns part of the quota of the towns
where they belong. Rut in order that men
enlisting in the navy should be so allowed, it

have

room

II. M.

DR. P. P.

near

spoon and is
It is thought lie may be

able to return home in ten

wear as

American Shoe

Mr. McLellun, 1st Assistant Post Master
General, at whose residence in Washington
Lieut. Little is, writes that he is getting along
ullowcd to talk.

be had

6t

seplNiw

heal.

not

can

United States.

jaw and took out one tooth. This is the worst
wound, and it will take some time for it to

He is fed witb

medicines

shoo* every month for their children,
buying the Metallic Tipiasl .Shoes. One

but the surgeon saved it. The third wound
was from a minie ball, which broke the lower

comfortably.

genuine

Thursday aud Friday, Sept. 11th aud 12th mad

sept5

gunshot
leg, aliout four inches above the ankle,
which badly bruised the bone, without breaking it The second was a shot wound in the
it would have to lie

con-

as

"Tiik CorrER Tip.’’—Parents who wish to avoid
tin1 annoyance aud expense of buying a new pair of

the

was

be held

he consulted upon all diseases ehee or cuauoe.
Tlie alHictcd are respectfully invited to call.

wound in

right hand, lielow the small finger.

must

Dr. Davis will be in attendance at the above
oil

Boots and Shoes

liattle

caused either

in Portland.

—

Little, Esq.,

and
idea

I>a. J. Clawsos Kelley suit Dr. II. L. Davis,
Aualylical Physicians, for the better accommodation
of their pstieuts, have remove,! their office1 to a more
capacious room. No. 8 (Tapp’s ltlock,—the only place

Nabkow Escape.—Lieut. Thomas J. Little of the 13th Massachusetts regiment, son of
Win. I).

perfectly preposterous,
He repudiated the

quered provinces.

Morgan, 4th.

three distinct wounds in the late

is

sented, the reltel States

mong he names we notice those of B. Richards, 5th; N. K. Roberts, Cavalry; E. Ripley,

5th;

tens

that northern aliolitioiiists had

Goddard, C, 2d, throat; Geo. Harmon, 2d,
Hackett, G, 4th; C. Libby, A, 4th,
leg and body; F. Loring, G, 2d, hand; G. O.
Miller, 2d Buttery, thigh ; J. Morrill, 2d,
shoulder, arm, and leg : O. Morgan, C, 5th,
hand; J. G. Hose. 4th,; Frank Smith, 2d; S.
G. Tenney, 2d, leg; J. K. Veazie, 2d, ankle;
M. Wilson, 2d, ankle.
Philadelphia.

it

secession or the war. The .South, lie said must
lie conquered, and if no other alternative pre-

side: II.

ed soldiers have arrived in

as

utterly im|H>ssililc.

DEALER* IX_

—

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, 4cn

a/iah

to

State will take

inadvertantly

as a

Cogrcss

iiuiii

volunteer to liil the quota of Wilton.
We hope the officer making power of this

pen.—[Argus.
This is “hopping out of the frying pan into
the lire," with a vengenee! We should like
to have the editor of the Argus tell us the year
that Bion Bradbury was in the State SenateWashington County has not been very apt to do
that thing. And yet the Argus is “so familiar
w ith his former tenicet in the State
Senate,”
that they thought he was there last year! Man,

Smith for

apt;

regiment.

Having regained
man

alluded to Hon.
member of the last State
senate.
He was a member of the House, but
lii» former services in the Senate were so familiar to us as to betray us into a slip of the
Biou

of '61,

Ohio

an

mo

Wilton.

meeting adjourned.

We have

spring

in

mauu

all the guerrilla tights throughout the campaign in Western Virginia, and was three times
promoted for gallant conduct. On June of
tile present year, he resigned his position as
Major of the Nth Virginia regiment, on account of ill health, and came to his father's in

Col. Charles B. Merrill for Congress. A minority report was made that it was inexpedient
was

wmi

inajiji

Another Committee was then appointed, a
majority of whom reported the name of Lieut.

make any nomination.

know a

to

in Wilton to fill up the quota ol niue month's
troops, is Major M. II. Wood.

iected.

to

pretending

matter of his

complaints,
except at secoud hand. We were there, and
after a long struggle with the hungry crowd,
we succeeded in getting on the outside of a liberal supply of the Ji*h cliqjvder, which was very
fair. The clam chowder is w hat Mr. N. particlarly complains of. We think the Committee
of Arrangements were quite as much dissatisfied as is our correspondent. Mr. Neal’s article was suppressed in the Advertiser after being put in type, and for this reason,by request,
we give it an assertion.
The Hkiht .Spntrr.—Among the volunteers

ham.

sion the

without

subject

W. H. KENNEY A C
(>„

MA1TI.ANDXS—lYrllr ch\Vm It Kln<r;2fl eorda
.'i'.W'V"1; ITtW .lo Uu». r.l |...|r-, t., master.
WALION NS—ler Ur sch Kurocolvdon—156 tons
plaster, to master.
ST GEt IU(«E XII—Fr sch Cereaco 00 M It lumber,

of

“Through

this week is out. There

will be no need of a draft among the
sons of old Windham.

N E VY ADVERTISE M EN T S.
llnreu—1:).<JOO

M

.Boston.Liveipool.Sept

The Bodt

teen were wanted for the second—which the
fathers of the town had no doubt would lie

readily obtained before

IMPORTS.
TI UKS lSLAND-lVr I,ark X
bushel* salt, to Geo S Hunt.

to X .1 Miller.

Maine, a Telescope to be
forwarded to him through tlie Government at
Washington, in acknowledgment of his generous services in having recued at sea the Master and Crew of the British Barque “Alina”
of Trinidad, and conveying them to Monte-

martial music.

crats

own.

mid” of Thomaston

in attendance and

was

its

The British Government have awarded to (.’apt. E. U. Sleeper of the Ship “Pyra-

meeting was addressed by Messrs.
George E. Emery, Bcnj. Kingsbury and Charles
Holden, Esqs., of this city, anil Dr. Parsons of
Windham. The speeches were patriotic and
effective, and were received with much favor.
The afternoon was occupied in this good work
The

The Windham Band

appropriated as

fright from a moving train, turned “short
round,” breaking the pole, ran across the
bridge, upset the coach and seriously injured
the passengers.
One ol the horses was badly
injured.

numbers,—men and women, and filled flic
Hall. The leading men of the town were present, and showed by their interest’and zeal that
abatement in these

characteristic trait.

a

Stacie Accident.—We are informed that
as the BuckHcld
stage drove up to the depot at
Mechanic Falls, on Thursday, the horses took

in their

on

That is

The Whig yesterday, had several belonging to

J. N.

War Meeting in \\ indlinm.
The citizens of Windham, held a

!

AND

motion should be

a

“jp1” The dally papers of Bangor, are still
slapping each other lor appropriating items

Bull Hun.

Aim

two

at ills

No

place

tion.

this

ser, was

The Republican City Committee, taking
into view the existing state of public- affairs,
concluded to omit the usual caucus which lias

Dully Press.]

Certainly not, unless the purveyor and commissary-general, Mr. N. J. Davis, be put miller bonds not to serve up the remains of the

very

only

the

Popbam Celebration.
centennial, or 255th celebra-

in 11)62, we rather think we
diall not be there.

have

hand, many of them, however,

and

Ten thousand five hundred sick and wound-

of the result.

are

r..1

_<i.A

bayonet charge.

hook. Sunday evening,
city,
tired, hungry,and sleepy. Thus ended the expedition of nurses and surgeons into Virginia.
Three or four hundred surgeons arrived from
Baltimore and Philadelphia, having liecn teletheir

an

__t_i_i_

whipping-post,

were rate.

or-

Gen. Iteiio had at this time withdrawn enfrom the tight, and Gen. Birney found
the enemy in front of him considerably to the
left of Bono's original |x>sitinii, and even
threatened to turn his own left flank. Gen.
Kobiuson’s brigade, w ith Grahum's battery,
1st I’nited States, was ordered to the left.
Gen Blrney's brigade constituted the reserve,
also strengthened by Randolph's battery, which
opened on the enemy with vigor and effect.
Gen. Birney formed his line of battle in front
and'on the centre witli his own brigade, consisting of seven regiments. A musketry tire
was opened on both sides, and continued with
great sharpness for perhaps half an hour. The
enemy’s line Ix'ing uiisiistained by artillery,
was greatly shaken by the cannonade from
our side, and by the heaviness of the infantry
Bre.
Gen. Birney. as soon as he perceived indications of the enemy's unsteadiness in his
front, ordered the 40th—known a« the Mozart
Regiment—and 1st New York, both commanded by Col. Egan, and the Scott Life Guards—
SStli New York—Col. Ward, to advance in a

they may encounter. The rain was
pouring, as the crowd emerged from the cars
at Fairfax Station, and another damper fell upon them in the infonuation that
they could
not reach the hattle-lleld without
travelling
some fourteen or fifteen miles, ria the
way of
Centreville, through the rain and Virginia

the

The enemy were

right flank, and in

tirely

which

this

our

lowing morning, but as did not return to his
command, and was supposed to lie a prisoner.
Gen. Birncy took contmand of the division and
arranged the order of battle.

ated cars, without seats, or even standing room,
unless it is effaced hy subsequent disagreeables

anil or

again all under the command of Gen. McClellan, and we hope and lieliove that the best re-

to

alde

our

its tune, and

hurrying

There was

battle

are

Aa Attack on the President.
The Advertiser has for some little time been

as nurses and surgeons, to
to the relief of the wounded

and fro; wildness was depicted upon many a
countenance, this l»eing the first reliable intel-

...

For County Attorney*,
Cumberland..MOSES M BUTLER. Portland.
Franklin_SAMUEL BELCHER, of Farmington.
Knox.L. W. IIOWKS, of Rocklaud.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.

at once

to turn

der to move more rapidly had left their artillery behind them, aml.were advancing over the
Helds.
Their movement threatened both flank and
rear, and, if successful, would probably have
placed them at Fairfax Court House, and once
more broken Hope’s eominuniction with Washington, They attaekrd Gen Keno about 5
o'clock in the afternoon. The engagement between him and the rebels continued for about
an hour before the arrival ofourreinforceincnts
Gen Keno had posted his troops with his
right resting against a wood. Gen Stevens’s
division was upon the lelt, Keno himself holding the right- After the line of battle was
formed, the enemy attempted lo turn Gen.
Hello’s left flank. Gen. Stevens, to antihipate
and prevent this movement, advanced at the
head of his division to the attack.
The enemy were posted in a corn field, and
on the further side of it partially protected by
the woods. In the centre of the Held was a
ravine, into which Gen. Stevens advonccd. As
he was leading his column, some distance liefore reaching the enemy's line, lie was shot
dead by a biilletthrough tile head. His troops
disheartened by his loss, and undoubtedly outnitmbercd, fell back in considerable disorder.
Gen. Keno found liimselfat this period without any support upon his left, w ith his troops
mostly out of ammunition, while the enemy
were approaching in heavy force upon the left
flank, and threatening to turn his position and
cut his forces in two.
It wits at this juncture that Gen Kearney
arrived upon the field. The night was very
dark, the rain falling very heavily, with a terrible storm of thunder and lightning. It was
nearly impossible to discover at once the exact position of the enemy.
On the exposed
left flank of Gen Reno they were supposed to
be advancing, and Gon. Kearney detaching
one brigade to the left, rode forward to make
a reconnoissance in person.
He wrs told that there were no troops of
ours in front of the position which Gen. Stevens had hold, and that through the Gap the
rebels were rapidly advancing; lint, disregarding or dislielieving the information, went
forward, accompanied oniy by an orderly, and
coming suddenly upon the rebel advance, was
shot dead.

the nervous

Congress,
First District. .JOHN N. GOODWIN, ofS.Berwick.
.SeceHKf District.SIDNEY PKBIIAM. of Parts.
Third District.JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fourth District JOHN II. KICK, of Foxeroft.
Fifth District!.FREDERIC A. 1'IKE, of Calais.
Old Second District—racanrg,
THUS. A. D. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.

R.

advance to Iteno’s support.

attempting

the condition of

imagine

and you may

and be sentenced to have his cal's nailed to

following account of the battle of Chantilly, Va., three miles in the rear of Centerville, fought on Monday night last, and in which
(lens. Kearney and Stevens fell, is from the
New York Tribune’s correspondent:
Gun Iteno’s Division had been posted during
the day, to observe the rebel movements. The
approach of the enemy was ascertained in the
afternoon, and Gcu Kearney w as ordered to
The

has at last arrived, when, in deadly conflict,
tlio two contending armies in Virginia meet.
The cannonading was distinctly heard in this

GOVERNOR,

FOR

The Buttle of t'hnntilly.

ltogulur Correspondent.

our

—

Saturday Morning, Sept* Of 1862*
REPUBLICAN

From

Letter from Washington.
The exotlue of xurgtowt awl nvrscn—their
the
failure to rent It their dertinutioll
Maine liattericx—the wounded—the noble
women of II 'atthington—tm, Haul s.
Kihtohs Phkss:—The long expected hour

May 23,

no

Boston

SPOKEN.
lat &c, ship Rufus Choate, Rich, from

April 17th for Ceylon.
Aug 17. lat 61. Ion 11 strip Wyoming. Burton, from

Liverpool

tor

Philadelphia.

Aug—, lat 47 N. Ion 17, ship Christiana. Monk, ftn
London for New York.
No date, lat 42 IS, Ion 62 67. hark Louisa Jewett.
Smith, from St John Nllfor Fit rope; same time, ship
James K Keeler, from London lor New York.

Keeps constantly

on

hand

a

general

assortment

of

prime

FAMILY

GROCERIES,

at Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and cnatoiueni are invited to give him a call.
[aug30-3m

New

CASEY'S

Works !
U. S.

TACTICSj

Adopted by the War Department; also,

Telegram.
Best

War

published for 25
HALL L. DAVIS,
nmp

S3

Aug. 22,1262.

NXitp,

cents.

Eicknigo
dtf

NtiMt

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

near PoolosvUle.
Nothing is ascertained to confirm it.
The rebels tiled twenty allots from Hall’s
Bln If lit the steamer Flying (.’loud, plying on
the banal between Georgetown and Harper’s
Ferry Nobody hurt. Tlie steamer has riturneil to Georgetown.

yesterday

LATEST

REPFBI.ICA.N Convention to nominate
Candidates fob Representatives.
The Convention was calicilto ol der by Chas.

Holden.
James B.

Cahoon, Fsq.,

was

TO THE

elected Chair-

man, and KdwardF. Banks, Secretary.
The several ballotings resulted in the follow-

ing

Jacob McLellan, Abner Shaw, George Worcester.
John

Lynch, Esq.,

was

unanimously

She is Ordered Off

Secretary.

Er*w. P. Banks,

By The Second Universalist Society will
hold

Rebel War Iron ('lad Steamer at
Havana.

Federal Vessels

Her

perance Hall tomorrow at 3 and 7 1-2 P. M.

Sunday School will commence at 9 1-2 A. M.
syin the Municipal Court, yesteiday,
there was no business transacted worthy of
n<jte. No complaints were made. It was a
quiet time Thursday night.
tr There will be no morning service at
Rev. Mr. Lovering of Park Street Church, lias kindly volunteered to conduct the evening service, at 7
o’clock.
the First Parish tomorrow.

We arc authorized to say by II. J.
Murray, Esq., English Consol at this port that
during his approaching temporary absence,
Mr. G. H.

efficiently

Starr, the British Vice Consul, will
faithfully perform the duties of

and

the Consulate.

sr- Wm. H. Kenney & Co., inform the
public through our advertising columns that
they keep the best kinds of meats, poultry,
vegetables, country produce, Ac. Mr. W. A.
Porter, a Portland boy, is a partner in this
business.

Give them

a

call.

Rktcrns.—Will our friends In the various
towns throughout the State, do us the favor to
forward to us the returns of the votes of thcii*

respective towns as soon as practicable after
tlie closing of the polls t
Send the result by
telegraph whenever that is practicable.
By-Wm. C. Manning, of this city, SergeantMajor of the 1st Massachusetts Regiment, was
wounded by a ball in the hip during the
bayonet charge of Hooker’s division at
Manassas,
on the 29th.
He is now in the hospital at
Alexandria doing well.
Runaway.—Yesterday afternoon, a horse
attached to a wagon with a load of boxes,
started from the box manufactory of Mr.
Goodwin, in Union street, and after running
down to Commercial street. Spilling the lioxes
and damaging the cart, broke loose from the
traces and made off.

Death or a Centenarian.—Last week
the Overseers of the Poor removed from
Cobh’s Court to the Almhousc an Irish woman, very aged and in the most destitute cir-

tained, it

is

su2>posed

a

Civil En-

gineer, tSlonglng in this city, w ho has recently
returned from Europe, says there are several
war vessels building in England, which, it is
generally understood, arc for the use of the
Confederate States. Our Government should
be on the lookout for them.

Cy“Mr. Seth B. Hersey, of the firm of
Woodman, True A Co, yesterday, presented
George P. Gross, a young man who lias been
a clerk in that
establishment, hut who has recently enlisted in Co. A, Portland battalion,
with a beautiful six shooter, of the manufacture of Smith A Wesson. Mr. Gross is
of Sew all Gross of New Gloucester.

a son

Pickled onions, cucumbers, Ac., Ac.,

highly

recommended

by the Surgeons

for

the health of the soldiers in

ramp, but they
should be sent in kegs easy of transportation.
Will not some of our coopers furnish the Ladies Committee witli kegs suitable to hold pick-

les, so that those sent in by our citizens can be
properly packed for transportation to the
camps of our soldiers.

The Last Knell.—The old bell in the
of the Fist Parish Church struck
for the last time the hour of two o'clock yestower

afternoon.
soon

probably

be

It was then taken

melted and

down,
remoulded, nnd

placed in some far off church to
summou worshippers to the sanctuary.
A
new bell, weighing some 3300 or 3400 pounds,
from the foundry of Jones A Co., at Troy,
w ill arrive here on Monday, and take the
place

be

of tlie old bell.

It will be the heaviest bell in

city.

An Interesting Meeting.—The lecture
preparatory to the Communion on the next
Sabbath,.before the 1st, 3d, and High Street

Churches, was to have been delivered by Dr.
Dwight, at his Church, Thursday evening.—
Alter opening the meeting and readi ng portions of the Scripture, Dr. Dwight made some
animated remarks u]iou the condition of our
country, and stated that, with the consent of

clergymen present, the meeting

his brother
would be

changed

country.

Into one of prayer for onr
The services were conducted bv

Drs. Dwight, Carruthers and Chickcring. Rev.
Mr. Merrill of the Bethel Church, Deacon Joseph Libby and Henry Goddard, Esq. It was
a solemn and interesting time.

“Dikigo.”—Robinson, of the “Dirigo Eating
Saloon,” knows how to get up a nice dinner,
and what is lacking on his extensive biil of fare
is scarcely worth looking after. He has everything from a turtle steak to a lioiled^Vng; from
a speckled trout to a stewed pigeon; from
sliced cucumbers to the rarest of vegetables,
and all cooked in a style that would make the
mouth of au epicure water. We understand
that he has arrangements in
keep his table supplied with
other luxuries such

the

li..e

be

fresh trout and

from that source.
one at dinner hour, and is
as

come

whose

up-town residences are too far distant
conveniently. Long live the
Dirigo, on Lime Street.
reached

Ery*The
knowledge
since May 24:

Ladies’ Committee
gratefully acthe followiug donations, received

Mrs. John Randall,
Union Church Knitting

('apt. Willard.
Mrs. Sewall, Fryeburg,
Mrs. Dr. Dwight,

$]

Circle,

Mrs. W. W. Thomas,
Mr. Eliphalet Webster,
A lady,
Mrs. Dr. Osgood,
Madam Wingate,
Proceeds of Promenade Concert,
State Street Sunday School,
Mr. V. O. Crain.
Citizens of West Harpswell,
Mr. J. K. Weeks,
Proceeds of Mr. Child’s Lecture,
A lady,
Mr. James N. Winslow,
A friend,
Mrs. Win. Senter,
A gentleman,
Mrs Sami. Hanson,
Mrs. W. Willis,
Order for goods,

Ladles,

only remains

in the

no

10 00
] no
2 20
10 oo
5 oo
;i is)
50 00
5 00
10 IK)
ISO 51)
50 00
50 IK)
111 23
5 is)
51 15
60 00
10 00
5 (K)
5 oo
20 00

10
10
50
4,t

*701

....

A small balance

'PI.

M

Released.

__I.

if he intended to act in a more honorable
manner titan he has done before in like cases,
and promises to tlo all that ottr government
can expect.
The confederate steamer Alice,
ulias Matagorda Blanche, alias Gen. Busk, aud
the California, have recently sailed for parts
unknown. The Spanish steamer Mexico left
on the 21st for A’era Cruz, with 200 head of
cattle and provisions for the French forces at
Orizaba and Vera Cruz. There is little or no
fever here. Bains continue.

Rebels

oil

the

Move for

Maryland.

Troops Withdrawing from Aquia

Creek.

DEATH OF GENERAL EWELL.

00
IK)
oo
oo
t)H

Treasury.

HELEN A. GILMAN.
Treasurer of Ladiea’ Committee.

Free Street, Sept. 6.

Washington, Sept. 4,11 I’. M.
quid of the city still continues. No
one seems bold
enough to manufacture and
circulate an exciting rumor to disturb the general monotony.
There is no disagreement
The

whatever in the belief tiiat the rebels are extending their lines into the Valley of Virginia,
having in view the crossing Into" Maryland to
carry out their military programme. It is not
known that eveu a skirmish lias yet taken
place recently on the upper l’ototnac, hut active movements are of course anticipated in
that direction, us well as in the
intermediate,
on the line of the Potomac river aud the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal.
In the absence of facts regarding the rebel
movements, much is necessarily left to conjecture.
Our forces are watchful aud vigilant in
front of our ormv.
Six or ukekt juik— dkuut
from our most advanced outposts, clouds of
dust and other appearances clearly indicated
activity among the rels-l troops. This is the
extent of knowledge on that subject.
Apart from the report that our pickets were
driven in this afternoon by a detachment of the
enemy's artillery and cavalry, the sound of
cannon for a short
period seems to confirm
this rumor. No damage whatever lias resulted.
It appears by a private letter that our troops
have been w ithdraw n from Aquia Creek, if not
altogether, certainly in part. The military
storcs have been amply secured aud
beyond
the |iossiliility of falling into the hands of the
Five
or
six gunboats were, at last acenemy.
counts, lying in that vicinity.
Tlie reliels do not hold Fredericksburg with
any force, as the troops designed to hold the
town have been sent forward to augment Jackson’s forces.
The citizens arc jicrforming

guard duty at Fredericksburg.
A rebel prisoner now in this city, and whose
relatives reside here,represents tlnit the slaugh-

of the enemy in the recent battles was extremely heavy, aud estimates the number iar
greater than exaggerated losses on our side.
A rebel mail recently captured in the vicinity ot Fredericksburg, confirms the report of
the enemy’s heavy losses, especially
among the
officers, including Gen. Ewell.
ter

Washington, Sept.

5.

W. M. Emery, connected with the (Juarterm as ter’*
Department, who went down with the
other clerks to the aid of the
wounded, and
who left Centrev.Me on
Wednesday afternoon,
says that in conversing with the rebel soldiers,
he found them with one exception (a Texan)
expressing n wish that the war was over, and
that they were hack again under the dear old
flag. \N 1th the Officers, however, it is difl’erenl.
On Tuesday Mr. Emery saw a large reliel force
going in the direction of Leesburg. He learn~“

*"v

‘■

J

*»

C'/l

hi

Fredericksburg.
Large

numbers of wounded federal soldiers
continue to arrive hen*.

Recovery

of the

body

of

Fessenden.
Jackson and
towards

Lieut.

next.

Mr. Arnold received 71 of the SI votes

cast.
New York, Sept. 2.
number of sick New England soldiers arrived at tlie New England rooms this
morning from New Orleans, on the steamship
Fulton. They present a most emaciated appearance.
Washington, September 5.
From careful calculation it is believed that
the entire number of wounded in the late battles will not exceed (>,000, killed 1,000, and
2,000 prisoners, principally picked up by tlie
enemy while straggling, and who with tlie exception of the officers, have been paroled.
General Order No. 1.—1st. Pursuant to
General Order No. 122, from the War Department, Adjutant General’s Office, of the 2d
inst., tlie undersigned hereby assumes command of the fortifications of Washington, and
of all the troops for tlie defence of tlie eapitol.
2d. The heads of tlie staff departments of
the army of the Potomac will beiu charge of
their respective departments at their head-

Quite

a

Loiigstrrrt Moving;
Harper's Ferry.

Washington, Sept, 5.
The body of Lieut. Samuel Fessenden, who
was
killed in a recent battle at Centreville,
was yesterday recovered
by his cousin, Lieut.
Joshua Fessenden, U. S. A., and Medical Director Gen. l’erley, w ho went thither under
the protection of a Hag of truce for that
purpose. The remains w ill he taken to Maine tomorrow for interment.
The following items are gathered from newspapers and private sources:
It is believed the rebels have crossed in some
force this side of Point of Rocks, ami subsequently for tlie most part recrossed into Virginia, as though hesitating to make the exjieriment 'of getting a
lodgment in Maryland.—
1 in* rebels have thrown shells across the river
at canal bouts,
Ac., which, however, did no

damage.

A man
from the

professing to have made his escape
neighborhood of Leesburg on Wednesday by swimming the river, arrived within
our lines
to-day. lie states that Jackson had
entered Leesburg with his
troops, and was
towards
pushing
Harper's Ferry and Longstreet, with a considerable force, was marchm
the same direction.

The rebels are well

supplied with artillery. Most of.the Union
people about Winchester and Leesburg had
made their escape into
Maryland. Others
were captured
Gy tlieir secession neighbors
while making the attempt and throw n into
prison. U|H)|| receipt of the intelligence that
Jackson was marching towards Leesburg, the
rebel Hags w ere displayed by
many of the inhabitants in token of tlieir joy at ids coining.
C'apt. Sand. L. Breeze, of New York, has
been appointed Rear Admiral of the retired
list, in the place of Rear Admiral Read, deceased.
A rejiorl

prevailed

this

morning

of

u

battle

Russell’s apathy.
It is announced that the marriage of the
Prince of Wales with the Princess Alexandria of Denmark will hike place next, spring.

The new fortification works at Plymouth
have been carried away by the sea.
The Bishop of Kiluiore is the new Primate
of Ireland.
The Paris Monitenr, in a paragraph said to
he from the Imperial hand relative to Borne,
says, that in view of the insolent threats, the
possible consequence of a demagogic insurrection, the duly of the French Government
nud its military honor oblige it more than
ever to defend the Holy
Fattier. The world
must lie well aware that France docs not abandon those to whom when in danger she extends her protection.
It Is reported that preparations, both military and naval, are making by France in view
of Italian eventualities. It is reported that
Austria and Spain have sent notes to France
on the subject.
Garibaldi and a portion of his followers got
away from Catania in two steamers on the
25th, and landed at Milleto in Calabria. The
naval commander off Catania was arrested for
permitting his departure. The Royal authorities had re-entered Catania and captured 800

quarters.

3d. In addition to tlie consolidated morning,
reports required by the circular of this date
from these headquarters, reports will tie made
by the corps commanders as to their compliance with tile assignment to positions heretofore given them, stating definitely the ground
occupied and covered by their command, and
to what progress lias l>een made in obedience
to tlie orders already issued to place their
commands in condition for immediate service.
(Signed) G. B. McClei.i.an, Maj.Gen.
From

Pennsylvania.

Gen. Curtis not Superseded.
TROOPS ARRIVING IN

CINCINNATI.

i

From

Kentucky*

The

Attack

on Forrest
From

New York, September 5.
Despatches received to-night from different
of
parts
Pennsylvania show that the citizens
generally have commenced the suspension of
busiucss afternoons, and are organizing into
companies and regiments for drill.
St. Louis, Sept. 5.
The Democrat of litis tnomiug says, the rethat
Gen.
Curtis
lias
been superseded as
port
Commander of the Army of the Southwest,
for
a
short
at
except
time, his own request, to
recover ids health, is incorrect.
We have authority for stating that he has never been reprimanded by the Government, and is author-

tiroclnination

W

Rebel Steamer Orieto at Cardenas,
FEDERAL GUNBOATS WATCHING HER.

Surrender of Spencer lo the Rebels.

Mulligan

Col.

unable to find the Rebels.

New York, Sept. 5.
Havana advices of the 24th ulL, confirm the
arrival at Cardenas of the iron clad steamer
Orieto, now called the Florida, under the command of pirate Matlit. She lias been ordered
off by the Governor General, hut staid, alleging that she was in distress. Three federal
gunboats are waiting outside of Cardenas for

her.
Some 2 or 3 rebel pirate steamers had left
Havana lately for parts unknown.

Philadelphia, September
The Wheeling Intelligencer of yesterday
learns that Col. Kathboue of the llt.li Virginia
infantry, has surrendered Spencer to the fpbels. No particulars.
Col. Mulligan has been unable to find the
rebels on the line of North Western Virginia.
FROM NEW ORLEANS.

The City Threatened by the Rebels.

ashington

Humors.

HEAVY ARRIVALS OF TROOPS.

ized to make this statement

Kansas City, Sept. 5.
The Saute Fe mail, w ith dates to the 25th,
arrived here last evening, making the trip iu
10 days.
Quite a large number of Indians were seen
on the route, hut all were
peaceable.
The Saute Fe Gazette of the 23d, furnishes
the following:
Great discontent exists among the population of Colorado Territory. There has been
no open demonstration
yet, but Gen. Canby
.has made such a disposition of bis troops lis
will effectually and speedily suppress any attempts at insubordination.
Mr. Maxwell has been appointed Indian
Agent under the new provision, for N. Mexico.
An attempt was msde to lire Independence,
Mo., hut tiie flames were extinguished.

I

Philadelphia. Sept. 5.
Tlie Baltimore American of this evening
gives a number of rumors of the rels'ls crossing tlie Potomac at Nolands Kerry, the nuniber varying from 30,UU(l down to 400 cavalry
and a few pieces of artillery.
Tlie object, it is supposed, is to destroy the
Catoctin bridge, cutting off communication
between tlie federal troops and Harper's Kerry
and Point of Bucks.
A dispatch tills evening discredits the whole
statement It is generally believed to lie false.
Some one probably mistook Iriends for their
enemies.
The Washington Stir of this evening says,
last night telegrams and other information
reached Washington, saying that the rebels
had crossed Ihe Potomac in the course of the
afternoon at two points, one above and tlie
other below the roint or Rocks. Up u> noon
to-day we havelaa-n unable to learn that these
accounts have been confirmed by dispatches
from military officers, detailed to the duty of
closely observing the movements of the enemy
on and about the river.
Large masses of our
troops continue to tie marched, night and day,
to positions within striking distance of the
river fords.
The delay of the rebels in making their expected attack, has given us plenty of time to
make due preparations for their reception,
whenever they may appear in threatening
numbers.
It is not improper for us to mention, that if
a battle occurs in this
region shortly, the rebels must meet more than twice as many discias
were
massed against them
plined troops
under Gens. Pope and But nside, besides a very
heavy force of new levies that have been arriving here for three weeks past by thousa^ls

New York, Sept. 5.
the Fulton to-day from New Orleans
we have
important news from the Department of the Gulf.
New Orleans, though threatened, is defended
by nearly all the troops in the department, who
are strongly entrenched, and the city is believed to be safe against any attack the rebels
can make.
Baton Rouge has not been burned.
Some
buildings which obstructed the range of our
cannon were burned.
This was done in order
that the city might he protected by the gmiIKnits after the evacuation by our forces should
be accomplished.
No other conflagration lias
taken place there.
The town is now held by
ouf gimlsials, which have already repulsed a
rebel attack, and are competent to protect it.
The whole reliel story heretofore published is
essentially false.

By
28th,

Rebels Marching

on

Frankfort.

LorisviLLE, Ky.. Sept.

5.

Col. Thomas Swords, A. Q. M. <i. U. S. A.,
left for Cincinnati this afternoon, to assume
the jMisition of Chief of the Quartermaster's
Department on Gen. Wright's stall’.
Allis quiet along the Ohio River. Louisville is safe for the present.
A reliable gentleman who lias arrived from
Shelhyville reports Unit the rebel torces went
out of that place at ten o'clock this
forenoon,
and were proceeding towards Frankfort.

and up to Monday evening,
is 4,592, of whom 1,800 are still upon the battle field.
The steamer Fulton, from New Orleans,
brings the remains of Capt. Fessenden.
The following privates died and were buried
at sea: George F. Jordan, Daniel E. Hunnewell and Francis Hunter of the 13th Maine,—
The Fulton also brings the statute of Washington. taken from Raton Rouge.
A correspondent of the Herald describes a
charge by Gen. Hooker’s 1st brigade on Thursday. At about 3 P. M. the brigade was ordered to form in line on the outskirts of the woods,
and clear them and take [swsession of the railroad beyond, and hold it if possible at all
risks. The brigade, composed of the remnants
of the 1st, lltli and ItSth Mass, regiments, and
the 2d N. H., and the 2tith Penn., Isdng held
as a reserve, marched to the
charge in their
customary gallant style. They speedily discovered that the enemy was prepared to meet
them, drawn up in four lines. Dashing towards them they received the enemy’s tire unflinchingly, and with the coolness of veterans,
and in a few minutes more they
penetrated
two of the front lines of the Ibe, and had
they
been in sutllcient force would not have left
the work incomplete; but being imperfectly
supported, and by that time having become so
reduced as even scarcely to have men enough
to skirmish with, they were
compelled to fall
back to the edge of the woods and collect their
scattered fragments. Of the 2.000 men who
went into the engagement, 517 were killed and
wounded. A large majority ot the latter,however, were carried off the field in safety. This
charge is declared to be by men skilled in such
matters, one of the finest if not the finest of
the war. It was a clear, calm, bold, heroic
give and take man fashion bayonet charge.

In the course of last night, a small body of
rebel cavalry is said to have made a raid on
tlie front, oppo-ite Balls Cross road, capturing
twenty-live of tlie New York cavaliy and a
small train of wagons, tlie latter being re-taken
from them by a federal scouting cavulry lorce
before they could run them off.

Oapture

of

Middlebury, seven miles from Bolivar, Sunday
P. M., lasting several hours. The town was
taken by tlie rebels. The Kederal loss was 37
killed and 7 take.u prisoners. The rebel loss
was 4
killed and 8 wounded. Among tlie
rels'ls killed is Capt. Lappiugton of St. Louis.

The steamer Amelia was tired into on her
last passage up from Helena by tlie guerillas
from the fool of Puck Island, killing and
The miliuiry landed and
wounding two.
burned tlie houses in the vicinity, mid laid the
plantations in waste. Killeen prisoners were
taken. The negroes on the plantations were
also brought away.
Com mercial.
[lVr Steamship Citv of New York at Cape Race.l
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET.—The •*!«» tor
two days were 28,000 bales, including 2,000 to speculators and 17,000 to exporter*. The market closed
cxdt*d at an adxancc of 1-2« Id.
1JVEK11.MIL BKEAliSTC FFS MARKET. Richardson, Spence A Co., Wakefield, Nash A Co., and
others, report Hour deolined dd; sales at 26*" 28s.
Wheat dull and declined 2d "-id ; Bed Western 9* 5d
a UK 9d ;
Red Southern 11*" 11s 3d ; White Western
llsnllstid; White Southern 11*tidq,12*. Corn easier
mixed 29s 3d« 29s 6d; yellow 29s Gd «30s; white. 31
a 32s.
LIVERPOOL
PROVISION MARKET.
Beef
dull.
Pork very dull.
Bacon quiet but steady.
Lard quiet. Tallow quiet.
LIVERPOOL PKODCCE MARKET. Ashes quiet
at 31s t>d«32s for
ICosiu inactive at 24*.
Spirits
Turpentine quiet at 120s.
Coffee
Sugar steady.
quiet bus steady. Rice firm.
LONDON MONEY MARKET.—Consols closed at
93 4 « 93} for money.

New York, September 5.
Cotton more active; sales, 1100 bales at 52} a 53 for
middling upland*.
Flour—State and Western 6c higher; Superfine

THE

For Stile.
Till' Three Story Ilrick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
goml repair, and contains ten finished
moms.
If not sold before the 2»>th of
Sept, next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M., at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms
very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL & WooDBURY, on fommer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21,18C2.
dtf

To Let*
A BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
rooms ami all other conveniences, all in
good repair.
Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight room* all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
Portland, July 19, 18G2.
dtf
J. F. DAY.

fjQ

APPtlENHY DUNN

Aug. 26.

dtf

k

DWELLING-HOUSE,

No.

50

Free

Street, is to be let, and possession given
the first week of
may be examined at any
premises
For further particular* apply to

during

September.

The

time.

JAMES FURBISH.

August 9th,

1802.

tf

MOSES

GOULD,

Hat removed his Office from 29

Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (up stair* >
FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
time*, House*, House Lot*, and Wharf Property.
2 two story Houses, *1400each; 1 flncCot—itage. *12HO; 50 House lx>ts, from 9300 to
000; Houses from 91000 to 96*100; 2 House Lot*,
within 5 minute’s walk of the Post office. 9350.
Aug.

15

Cooper's Shop

ON

room,, near

Kuouire
at
*

On

MortKHffc

on

Real CsUtlc,

City

of Tortiand, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will lx* |»aid.
Address Tost Office, Box 348.
auglfklfcw4w

Androscoggin

oth^wii:

Countu

"•**>•r/and County.
Port laud; Thomas A. Foster
*!»er John
*
I ortland;
D. Lincoln,
Brunswick; Cyrus
k’
1
Bowkcr, Raymond.
<

Franklin County.
Elijah F Plaisted, Phillips; Nehemiah H. Clark *
arnungton.
Hancock County.
Ellsworth; Alex. Fulton, Bluehill;
a
y
,Ur^ln«*
A.
k.
Ruck
Page,
sport.
Kennebec County.
K
Auguste; frUi—it! B. Boa;Mrick.°tf'
telle, Waterville;
James Cochran, Monmouth.
Krnxr County .•
G*rn,*"‘''’ Kockl»u<l: John B. Walker,
Lincoln County
Charles A. Packard. Waldoboro*.
__

Union1'

Oxford County.

William A. Rust, South Puns; Charles A. CoolD. Lowell l>amson,
Fryeburg.
/*enobscot Cimnty.
John Mason. Bangor; J. C. Weston,
Bangor: M.
8. Wilson, Lincoln; John Benson, Newport; Jared
Fuller, East Corinth.

idge, Cantou;

1‘iscataquis County.
Benjamin Johnson, Dover.

For sale bv
J. 11.

89
23
298
22
44

Cargo Brig

Washington County.

CO.

do.

Molasses.
do.
do.
For sale

by

HOPHLNI EATON,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

Ang. 11, 1*52.

Job Holmes, Calais; George Z. Higgins, Lubee.
York Ctmnty.
William 8wazey, Limerick; Drvden Smith, Biddeford: Theodore II. Jewett, South Berwick.
II. Compensation for their services will be made
by the Government, and no fee or reward can in anv
instance be directly or iudirectlv received, for or on
account of said examinations,
by the persons herein
appointed to make the same.
....

HAMLEN,

Sugar.

I. D. Lincoln.

County.

Charles A. Parsons,
Palmer, Anson.
Waldo Cimnty.
Putnam Siniontou, 8earsport; Jacob Brown, Liberty.

Hobson's Wharf.

hhds. Muscov ado
tierces
do.
hlids. Muscovado
tierces
do.
bbls.
do.

Somerset

...

s"ow« 8kowhegan;
OAW.i,.ll*m
Albans; James

Trinidad Sugar and molasses.
Q BOXES. Fine Yellow Sugar.

I «7

Sagadahoc County.
Israel Putnam, Bath; James Me Keen, Topsham.
at.

Lumber.

al5dlm

WANTEO-tlOOOW $10,000
In the

200 do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes H. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH ft
Je23-3m

94 per M feet.

WAVI’KD.

M

to Let.

HHDS. Cardenas Molasses,

QfJA
dwLPvP

Street.

utes' walk of the Tost Office. Kent not to
exceed from 8150 to 175 |M*r annum.
Address Box 42, Tost Office, or annlv at the Counting Room of the Daily Tress,Fox Block.
Tort laud, June 23.
distf

military

Alcandnr Barhauk, DaMini; l’hilln
Turner: W illlam B. Small, Ea»t Li.trmire Bradford
Annntoak Irmntg.
,,
E-u u^k"’Kort

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. II. HAMLEN.
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
•ep4tf

1 AAA FEET gang-sawed. Seasoned
Hemlock Boards.
100.000 feet ron gb-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at

MW

SMALL ItKNT, of five or ,1*
the bn,ill eat) |iarl of the citr.
tkb office

74 Exchange St. (up stair*.)

3w

ffilv/V/jUUv

TENEMENTS WANTED.
ANTED-—Convenient tenement* for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten min-

No^f"**’

JLitJSJsst*

r

Beal Estate Office Removed.

SON,

Exchange

HEAD QUARTERS.
Adjutast Genkral'a Orrir*
*»*•
i
GENERAL ORDER
Mpd‘“i
s*ni‘,d
'-v ,he. '-"vii-nor ami CommandrrIn 7 hirfr torr
r' examinations
in-1
malae
of all applicants for
certificates of
disabilities which will pxi>mut
physical
P
II,cm from
duty, by draft or

_

House to lift

OA(

Wanted Immediately.
on Military
Equipments.

MEN to work

IWAINE.

d8w_

Molasses and Sugar.

.4 MAN of ton
desire* a place as
IV salesman in a store, or as partner. The best ol
references can be given.
Address S. i>. L., Portland I\ O., with resl name
and business.
sept4dtf

or

or,* fi,r «al<', riiKAF, the Dwelli“*f llouw. Ii*‘ new uccTipicv, on t lie curlier of
Cumberland and I'ariis Street*.
Pleaw* cal! and examine lor yourselves.
C i» KIMBALL.
Aug. 30.

MERCHANDISE.

*dfcw4w

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT nf Fruit f»n«. both
iillw slid Tin, for imlcnt Mannfncturrnt' l’rio ,.
ItJ KENDALL k WHITNEY,
Old City Hull, Portland.
d2ml<
July 29,1*3.

A

Gallant Seventh Maine!

-it1"

«...

win

w

mioirm

declare

to

upon hi* honor to the examining surgeon, at tin?
time of his application, that he ha* not been examined by either of the persons
appointed to that duty,
subsequent to the appointment herein made, and a
certificate nfam-d: and If it shall
subsequently ap|M*ar that said statement is untrue, the certificate thus
obtained will be void and of no effect.
IV. Said examining surgeons will receive no
application*. under the order lie rein given respecting
drafted men. prior to the tenth day of September
next.
V. Examinations of volunteers offered
by or in
^owa or I’lantation, in lien of drafted men,
•**y
will lx* made by the examining surgeons herein
ajvpointed, npon applications therpfor with an exhibit
of the rolls uimui which they were enlisted.
\ I. CertineaU** to drafted men, to be iwmed under
tin* authority and in the manner herein set
forth, will
be made and sign'd by the examining
surgeons, upon lilank* furnish'd from this Office.
Blank rolla
will also lie forwarded, for records of examination
of volunteer*.
By Order of the Command.r-in-t hief.
JOHN L. HODS DON,
Adjutant Geueml.
•The remainder of the surgeons' name* for the
counties of Knox, Lincoln and
llscataqui*. will be
inserted as *onu as the appointments are made.

sep2d& wtseplQ

UNION FOREVER I

METROPOLITAN

DINING SaVLOONT.
RALLY TO THE FLAG!

UL4

NEW BECBUITS WANTED!
ltccruita wanted to fill up the

Latest IYoiu

Headquarters

!

SEVENTH

REGIMENT,

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

POKTLAKD.

RCRLEIGII’S,

Advance Bounty from I'. States,997.

BILL OF FARE:
noAST.
ORDER.
Beef, .25 IWf Steak.25
I.ni)>.IS Ham and Keg...25
chicken. 21 Fried Mackerel,. 18
••
Broiled . hickcn,.*7
Codfish.18
Halibut.18

MAKl.N'f,

•

A

TOTAL ADVANCE OF 8990.
ALSO,

MILITARY

GOODS,

$75

at the Close of the War.

Bounty

Of every description,

EOK SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

To residents of Portland having families, fl per
week for wife, and 50 cents for each child.

Pay and

Nummer

dotliing-

BOILED.
Mutton, with
Caper Sauce. 28
Boiled Ham..IS
Boiled

rvDDtsas.

DMIXES.
Com*.S Tea.8
Ale.5
Draught
Tortcr.8

8

IT" Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
o'clock.
JuOMtf

WHOLESALE AHD RETAIL

JDry 0-ood.s Store,

from $13 to $22 per Month.

One hundred aud
of the War.

sixty

of Land at the

acres

162 SIDDLE

close

H.

For

officers, made to order, from the best material,

with

dispatch,

and at low

Recruiting

Officer.

fy Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
over

Duran’s Clothing Store.

prices.

IF

augl'Jdtf

CUSTOM

WORK,

LOVELL

*

SOX,

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,

Ambrotype
Photograph,
not fail
call
No. 27 Market Square, where
DO
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
rant
at
vhich
or

to

PORTLAND.

And
Invite the attention of Mr. (inwelrs former custom,
era, as well as their own friends and the public, to the

YOU

-WANT TIIK-

Best

C.

ST.,

Having pnrehaaed tbc stuck of
S.
B. O O W ELL,
taken tin- .tore
recently occupied by him, wonld

WILLIAM II. LARRAREE,

Adjutant

MILITARY .UNIFORMS,

RELISHES.
Tomatoe,.8
Cucumber..S
Onion..8
Sijuaah.S

cal attendance free.

Pay

BURLEIGH'S.

old Pr'd Corned Beef. IS
BeeCa Tonroes.18
Mutton Chop,.18

(

PASTR T.
fn.tard Tie,.«
lie.S
Apple
Sfpia.h lie.«
Mince lie.«

rations from date of enlistraeut. Term of
service three years unless sooner discharged. Medi-

la arlliug, regmnlloa, of Coat,

AT

DISHES.

EXTRA

One month's Pay in advance, 813

1G3 Middle Street.

Proprietor.

...

Boast
Boast
Roast

Advance Bounty from City, 9193.
Advance Bounty from State, 933.

AT

and 10 Exchange Street.

SMITH,

at

Which they have Jnat added, to their
lected stock.
iy**No trouble to show goods: cull
purchasing elsewhere.
•
Aug »th. 1*2

former well
and

«ee

se-

be for*

dtf

war-

Of

every description, made to order and warranted

to lit.

satisfaction,
pricer
N. B.—Large Amhrotvpes

defy competition.
on Iff Fifteen Cents.

TRASK A
The largest and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

AXD-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
-Ever offered in Maine,

can

be

obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will Ik* sold
isfaction to the

ho as

to warrant

entire sat-

purchaser.

OUR STOCK OP CLOTHS
AND TRIMMING GOODS
unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

be sold

1(>3 HVIiclclle Street,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

City

York, Sept.

—

the afternoon on the last of said thru* secular davs.
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification* of voters, whn-**o name* have not been entered on the list* of qualified voters in and for the several Wards, ami for correcting said lists.
.1 M. 1ILATH, City Clerk.
Portland, August 2tf, 1862.
did

Pier himI Mnnllf Mirr«n.
Oval. Square
Ktiptkml frames, with
Ollt finish made
WITH
Rosewood. It lack Walnut
of
of
or

or

new aad
order,
any sue. style or deidgn.
elegant patterns; also chimp Looking Ulaum* and
plate* react In old fttnw, by
MOKRISON k CO.. JK. Market Sqnare.

to

27 Market
July 14th, 1832.

Square, H’il Preble St.
dtf

Gilt Frame**.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size
IjNtR
style desired—latest patterns and best
made
order

workmanship—

by

to

MORRISON ft

t

t33. Market

Square.

FIRST

Bark

CLASS

Ncwing-Machinen.

Pi:\M()\\ BO IIRVV MOM’V,

BiriSl

Pay, &c^

SHUTTLE.

service in the present war. obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widow* and lleirs, from the United State* Government, on application in pernou or
by letter to

FOR

BRADFORD Ac
No. 88

Arc

LEWIS.

or

Buyer* will do well to look at our *tock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
State 5 On a 5 15; extra do 5 25 a 5 35; round hoop
Ohio 6 HO a 5 76; Western 6 00 a 5 50; Southern firm;
rise on good*.
mixed to good 6 8n u 6 80; fancy and extra 5 86 a 7 60;
Canada 5c higher; extra 5 3o a 626.
Wheat lc higher; sales 127,00) bush; Chicago spriug
1 13a 122: Milwatik<*e club 1 17 a 1 23}; red winter I
ren Western l 31 a 1 35; amber lux* a 1 24 a 1 25: white
Michigan 145; white Kentucky 1 60 a 17*5.
Corn—lc better; uiixid Western tio a 01 for sound
old, 5*5 a 59 for eastern.
d6m
Portland, July 22, 1808.
Beef—firm; countrx mess 8 00 a 10 75.
Pork firmer; mess ll »72 a 11 76.
New
Orleans
at
active;
of
Sugars—more
Portland.—Election Notice.
8}al0|;
Muscovado 8}; Porto Rico. 8}.
Molasses—quiet; New Orleans at 38c.
Freights to Liverpool—decidedly beter; flour 4s;
IkTOTIt’E is hereby given that in pursuance of War*
11 rants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the
grain 13} a 14d.
City
of 1‘ortlaod. theinabitant* thereof, qiialilied according to law to vote for Stale and County Officers, will
Stock Market.
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, dr usual place*
New
5.
of meeting, ou Monday tin* eighth day of September
Stocks dull and hover closing heavy; Chicago A
next at ten o'elock in the forenoon, then and there
Rock Island
; Cleveland A
Toledo 53; Illinois
to give in their votes for Governor, four Senators,
Michigan Southern guaranteed 62} ; Michigan Cenand four Representative* in the State Legislature,
tral *»7; Harlem 15}; Erie preferred f*3; New y ork
for County Treasurer, County Commissioner. County
Central 93}; Cold
118}; T S sixes 1*81 coupons 99};
Attorney, Register of Deed*, and Sheriff t«»r the
'Treasury 3-10 102}; Missouri H'g 45]; California * s
of Cumberland, anil a Representative to CouCounty
100.
gress. The polls on said day of degtion to remain
open until four o’clock in the afternoon when they
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
shall be closed.
The Aldermen of said City will 1m* in
open session
at the Ward Room in the Mew ( tty building (enGov, Letcher's
men
trance ou Myrtle Street) from nine o’chmk in tho
xranted
Gen.
forenoon to one o'clock m the afternoon, on each of
successor
Terrible

proclamation—10,000
for
Floyd—Gonbisborough's
appointed
charge of
Hooker's brigade—517 men killed—Hattie
in Kentucky.
New York, Sept. 5.
Gov. Letcher of Va., litis Issued a proclamation
for
force
a State
or 10,000 meu to
calling
form a division lor Gen. Floy iL

STATE

nnifordgtiMl

•

Wanted.
yearn’ experience

miscellaneous.

I'Olt SALE.

wants"

Middlebury.

Memphis, Sept. 3.
A fight Is reported to have taken place at

FOR SALE & TO LET.

MOSES GOULD.

Louisville, Sept. 4.
It is rumored that Gen. Gilbert’s force was
attacked to-day by the reliefs near Shelby, 30
miles east of this city. The result is unknown
—but heavy reinforcements are rapidly approaching to Gilbert’s aid.

daily.

New York Market.

BATON ROUGE NOT BURNED.

Wednesday night,

been de-

Gen. l)e La Mamora lias been appointed Extraordinary Commissioner, and Geu. Cialdiui
has gone to Sicily in a similar capacity.
There is great excitement in Calabria. Several towns have pronounced in favor of Garibaldi. Kicasnli lias gone to London to confer
with Earl Iinsscll. Garibaldi having issued a
inciting the Hungarians to relellion, Klupkcr issued a counter proclamation
the
time
and method inopportune.
declaring
The two would-be assassins of Mnr<|uis
Wielpolski have been executed at Warsaw.

Suiite Fe.

Cincinnati, Sept. 5.
Business is still suspended, and volunteers
and armed bodies of men continue to pour
into the city by thousands. The city is quiet,
and there is no excitement beyond the enthusiasm manifested over the arrivals. Regiments
and companies as they arrive are bountifully
supplied with provisions in 6th street Market
space. A bridge of Isiats is being built across
the river at the loot of Walnut street. It will
lie completed to-night- The order suppressing tile Evening Times was revoked this morning. The paper appears this I’. M. Gunboats
are constantly
patrolling the river for miles
atiiiVM aiuI liplnw.
from
Reports
Kentucky are conflicting.
Nothing is known of the whereabouts of the
reliels since their arrival at Paris.
An order was issued this morning compelling the citizens to la; in their houses by l> 1’.
M.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 5.
The Indians attacked Forrest City on the
and
3d.
were repulsed.
Capt. Strout writes to the A«U't Gen., from
Hutchinson, on tire 3d, that lie was attacked
by lot) Indians, a part mounted. The tight
lasted 2 1-2 hours, when the Indians gave way.
Our loss was 3 killed and 15 wounded. Capt.
Strout also states that the Indians had excellent guns, and were dressed ]iartly in citizens
dress, and rode horses. He thinks' the difficulty iu that vicinity will be very serious.

Neapolitan Provinces have
a state of siege.

The Tribune’s Washington
correspondence
says that Capt, Samuel Phillips la* has been
appointed Acting Rear Admiral, and assigned
to the North Atlantic
blockading squadron, in
place of Gouldsborough, relieved at his own
request.
The w hole number wounded in the fights of

clared in

City by Indians.

5.

UNION MEN THROWN INTO PRISON.

ing

General Order.

UUilllllCII

men, whose duty it w as to tiear off tlieir killed
and wounded an last as they should fall, or as
soon a« their removal could Ik- effected.
The general hospital at Alexandria contains
1567 wounded soldiers.
Contrabands to the number of 200 or300 arrived there lust evening from the
vicinity of

tained the following despatch:
The City of New York has 125 cabin and
25(1 steerage passengers.
Site encountered
strong westerly winds throughout the passage.
Tile City of New York brings no Queenstown dispatches.
The U. S. steamer Tuscarora put into Falmouth on the 2:ld, and was ordered to leave
within twenty-four hours. She arrived at Plymouth on tin* 25th, where site sought permission to remain and repair damages, being reported leaky. The authorities referred the
captain to the Ministers, but it is said the captain declined to apply in that quarter. She
was allowed to remain while one of her officers
went to London, but was ordered to leave on
his return without repairs and without coals.
English journals have very little to say on
American affairs.
The Times sarcastically refer Gen. McClellan to his strictures on the Allies in the
Crimea, and asks how his own proceedings
will stand the test of these strictures.
It
treats the allair at Culpepper Court House as
a signal discomfiture for Gen. Pope.
The Morning Herald denounces the continued violations of the law of nations by the
United States Navy, and complains of Earl

Providence, Sept. 5.
Hon. .Tatnea F. Simmons resigned his scat in
the U. S. Senate this A. M., and the General
Assembly elected Lieut. Gov. Samuel Greene
Arnold to till his place for tlie remainder of
the term, which expires on the 4tli of March

a<

country to

His place is a busy
a favorite resort for merchants and others
to be

to

she was 103 years old.

Rebel N'a vr.—We learn that

the

Ordered

New Yobk, Sept. 5.
Press correspondence.]—Hava18(12.—On tile morning of the
20tl\ ilist, i received a telegraphic dispatch
troui Cardenas, saying that the night before a
confederate vessel o< war had anchored in tile
entrance to the harbor—English built, of iron,
and mounting 8 guns. She came from Nassau,
and reports that she has a crew of 150 men,
that her name is the Florida, and that she is
commanded by Capt. Mafllt. This vessel is
none other than theOrieto,
lately released by
the Admiralty Court at Nassau, as an illegal
X
had
news
of
her before, and was exprize.
pecting her arrival. A letter from Nassau
told tne that she was coming, that she had a
crew of "0 men, and that she
ho|icd to complete her crew in Cuba; also that Captain
Setnmes, who was to have commanded her.liad
sailed for Europe, and that Capt. MatHt, who
formerly commanded the Crusader, was to
command her instead. The 1st officer of tile
Florida formerly had the same position on the
Sumter. The Florida is lined w ith iron, and
is calculated to resist any ordinary shot. The
news of her arrival was
immediately sent from
Cardenas, Matanzax and Havana to our squadron at Key West, and there are now three federal vessels of war waiting for iter to make
her exit from Cardenas. The Capt.-General
was much annoyed by tier appearance at Cardenas, and ordered her to leave at once for
sea, lint Capt. Mafflt urged that he was in distress, and continued to remain there. Two of
the Florida's officers came to Havana day before yesterday. There were only 500 tons of
coal at Cardenas, vet the Florida has been able
to get some, though 1 am told her officers
have to pay $22,50 a ton for it to the Gas Company, and the latter will replace it from this
city at $0. Tile Florida claims to have destroyed several American merchantmen on her
way to Cardenas; 1 doubt this. The Captain
Gencrel lias ordered tlw naval officer at Cardenas to make a thorough search of the Florida. ami if he tlmis any prisoners on board of

She died on Thursday last,
and,
from the best information that could be ole

and will

McClellan’s

[Associated
na, Aug. 24,

cumstances.

terday

the Lookout.
the Authorities.

by

Cape Race, Sept. 5.
The News Yacht of the Associated Press
boarded at 2 o’clock last night the steamship
City of New York, from Liverpool Aug. 27th,
and Queenstown 28th, for New York, and ob-

Estimated loss in the late battles.

services to-morrow.

no

jy Miss B. Anna Ryder of Plymouth,
Mass., will lecture iu trauce, in Sons of Tem-

are

Prisoners

on

Arrival of the City of New York oil Cape
Race.

ARRIVAL OF SICK SOLDIERS FROM
NEW ORLEANS,

nomi-

nated for re-election, but declined.
Voted: That the proceedings be published.
J. B. Cahoon, Chairman,

LATER FROM Et ROPE.

RESIGNATION of SENATOR SIMMONS.

Portland Daily Press.

Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr.,

nominations:

THREE DAYS

FOB FAMILIES

IIARMON,
-AMD-

Exchanok St., Portland, Mains.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pen*iou business tor the last twenty .year*, and haviug a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enable! to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on vrrjf reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

Manufacturers.

FREEMAN KKADFOKD,
K. HARMON.

SLOAT

Z.

Portland, June 20th.

Pauls,

Coals,

Vests, Jackets,

Every
OS

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. BEEVES,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

Cl

can

have made to

DRESS

vottr

of

order

a

dress

suit,

a

COAT, PANTS AND VEST,

by hand, at the Tailoring Establishment ot

T’ixohunge Street,

Portland, August 8, 1882.

O.

LORIKO,

Eichange

A Federal St*M Portland.

fFRl’SSKS applied without extra charge, and n
X perfect tit guaranteed. Children * trusses. also
instruments for the cart* of bow legs, areak ancles and
club feet. K.Iastic Stocking* for the^cure of enlarged
vein* constantly on hand.
JIT The Poor liberally considered,
augtfdtf

SELECT SC H 00X7.

A. D. REEVE*.
No.

Fitter.

DRUGGIST,
far.

HOURS!

consisting
All made

Truss

THOJItS

At the short notice of

You

CORTLAND. Mb

dly

cntlcnicn,

T W E LV E

A OO Middle Street,

_Julldtf

Practical

STREET,

Portland, August 6, 1832.

Machine fnlly Warranted.

STORER A I'UTLER, Unrnl AgeaU.

Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

98

ELIPTIC.

dftwtf.

dly

A Select School fhr

opeued

ou

Young Indies and Misaea will be
llouuay, Sept. 16th, at

Ft:KBV I'KO.W PORTLAND

No. ** High Street, Portland.

-TO T11K-

luatriirliun given in the Common and Higher EngHah branches, Latin, French nnd Mu*lc
For thriller Informntion apply at No. V
High St.
aug'Ah-oJ'.iw*
A. H. DURUlN.

Ottawa

House, Cushing’s Island.

ON and after
Augw*t4th.
the Steamer Tl 1 E will lea>o Grand
Trunk Depot Wharf 8. 8 and 10 A.
M.; and 1. 3. 5 and 7 1*. M
Returning, leave the
Island at G4, and 114 A M ; and 2. 4 and I*. M.
UT TIC'KFIS 12] CENTS EACH WAY.

Monday.

augUU

Phoiographie Frame*.
or ovai—every kind called for.
C({IrARE
hring mannthctnrcd

Thiwe
theeo
with
ncecxaarily Imported,
any mar*
com|»ete
ket for low price.. At wholesale or retail, at *d. Market Square,
MOKKJSO.N * CO'S
i'

|,y ouraelvra, exrept

we can

•

MISCELLANY.

THE MARKETS.

Physician's Stoiit.—A touch of romance may be permitted to enliven Hie sober
pages of medical record. The brilliant hues
of poesy gather around the story of a princess's
gratitude to her physician which has been
awakening the gobemouclu's of Paris and London to sympathetic enthusiasm. A young lady of rank—a Russian princess—who had
suddenly become blind from the effect of exposure to the sunlight upon snow, bad Ih-cii
sent to Dusseldorf to consult Holl'rath, whose

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

A

Expready corrected

for the Piiebs to

oculist to take charge of the case for him, and
report progress. His attention was unremitting. and the result so far successful that,
finally, the lady was ordered to return to Dusseldorf under his care, the eyes being bandaged permanently until her arrival there.
At the consultation her eyes were unbandaged,
and delighted with the improvement in iier
sight, this demonstrative princess “glanced
wildly round the assembly, and in one moment,
despite her weakened sight, seemed to scan
every countenance turned with such interest
towards her own, and then, without a moment's
hesitation as if im|H'llcd by a magnetic power
stronger than herself—she walked across the
room toward where the young doctor—her
friend and companion—stood, silent and trembling, concealed by the rest, and taking his
hand, pressed it to her lips, and forgetting all
beside gratitude, she gazed upon him, and
burst into a passion of tears.” We think we
have read something a good deal like this before; but perhaps it is the style oniy which is
ficticious, while the facts may lie real. There
is an amount ol circumstantial detail by which
the story is authenticated, as the marriage just
celebrated between the parties, and the production of the old play of “Valerie” at the Theatre Francais apropos? trovato.
It is pleasant to hear occasionally of grateful princesses,
and the recital Is, of course, likely to stimulate
young physicians to the most devoted attentions—to all their patients. Outbursts of gratitude are really much needed now-a-days in
the relations of the public to their medical
attendants. We fear they are almost as rare
as they are desirable.

Ashes Pearl p bbl..
Ashes, Pot..
Apples*
Apple**, Green p bbl. *1 50 @ 2 00
6 <g
7
Apples, Sliced p lb.
6
5 (g)
Apple*, Cored p tb.
Encored
tb.
2
3
Apples,
p
g)
Bread.
4 75 @ 5 00
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 75 g 4 00
Bread, Ship.
3 25 g) 3 50
Cracker* per bbl.
35 ^
*0
Cracker*, p 100.
Butter*
Butter.

Family p lb.
Butter, Store'.

Ben

17
14 g^

2 75 @ 8 00
3 00 % 3 12J
2 02 g* 2 87

11 (§)
96 g)

Coal, ( umberland p ton.
Coal IVhiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, FrauEliu.
CnflTre*
Coff«*e, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee. Moclia.

Cordage,
Boltrope,

8 75
0 00
0 00
0 00

0 27 a)
22 g)

28
23
22 j

8}

21}gj

none.

13 @

14
18
11
18
13

15}a)
lojg)

16i,g)
12}
w

Crment—per bbl.

1 20 g) 1 30

Drug* and Dyes*
Alum.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).

03 it}
15 g)
17 gj
22 g)
4 aj

Bi (arh. Soda.

Cjg)

Aloes.
Arrow Root...

Sulphur.

04
25
40
25

4}
6}
6j

3

Sal Soda.

4

a;

Camphor.

1 50 i® 1 55

Tartar.

35 g
48
10} <4 12
2h g,
36
1 25 g) 1 75
18 g?
00
8 00 w
1 25 g 1 30
65 g)
70
93 c)
95
2 50
10 g)
20
12 g)
00

( ream

Logwood ex.
Maguesia.
Imligo, Manilla, tine.
Madder.

(ipium,.

Alcohol.
Fluid.

Camplicne.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

DycwMWi
Harwood,.

2j.H)

Hran I Wood.
Camwood.
Fu.-tic. Cuba.

St.

4j®

02

a)

11

(»2 ®

00
<i»

00

none

**

••

2}

06

36 -S)
68 «>
47 C®

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 3
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
"
12 oz.

(medium).
“(small).

00

2$®

•*

..

3]

03*®

Dark*
Duck, Havens.
Duck, rortland, No. 3.

«

4]

03*®

"

Labrador...
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
.Mackerel p bbl.
Hav No. 1.
Hav No. 2.
Hav No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2

12

®)

3i;g

Hod Sanders.

Herring, Pickled, p bbl.
Shore.

1J

1$®)

Sapan
Quercitron Hark.

new.

21
<v2
06
00

l*(cg
4$<®

Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood.
Peach
H«*d

Fish. Hake,

4]

02 ®

Domingo.

Frulhera*
Ftathers, Live Geese p lb.
Feathers, Kussia.
Fi»h*
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small...*.
Fiah,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.

on
00

13 ®

Savauvilla.*
Hypernfc.
Logwood, Caiti|K*achy.

none

47$
67

3
2
2
1

60 @
25 ®

56
45

60 <g) 4
37 o 2
25 (® 2
25 o 1

00
76
50
50

1 12 (eg 1 371
2 60 (® 3 00
none

22 ®
15 ®

25
18

7 60 ® 8 00

6
4
8
6
3

00 ® 6 60
60 ® 5 00
00 a 0 00
00 ® 6 60
75 ® 4 00
2 60

Fruit*
Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soft SIk*II.
Shelled.
< 111 rants.
t it ron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

13 A
1®
®

25

(■»

32 a
2 25 ®

common.

Klornr.
Lemons, cam*.
Oranges.
Kahilis—
Blue, cask.
Hlack.
HuiicIi, box.
leaver.
Dates.
Prunes.
Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour. Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

Ohio extra

family.
1.
fancy.
extra...
superior extra.
Kye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p R>.
Corn Meal.
Gruiu.
Canada super No.

Kye.
t>at*.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed

Harley.

Shorts

p ton.
Fine Feed.
Griudatoura*
Grindstones, Hough, p ton.
Griitdstotiee, Dressed.

Guupowdrr*

Hiu-ting.

Sporting.

Hide and

2

16
30
12
86
60

none

15 ®

20

7 00 ® 7 50
none.

8 00 &10 00
3 40 ® 3 00
3 62 ® 8 88
07 (®00

8$®
6
5
6
6
6

6

10$

00 (® 6 25
25 n 5 60
50 ® 5 76
00 ® 6 25
60 ® 7 60
60 .® 6 76
none'

7 00 ® 7 75

6
6
5
6
6
6
4

12 ® 6 63
12 ® 6 37
♦3 « 6 87
12 ® 6 37
60 ® 7 26
87 a 7 37
25 a 4 50
02 ®
2
3 60 ® 3 76$
94

05
ig
63® 56
70 ®
72
68 <®
70
00 ®
<3
17 00 a 19 00
22 00 ®24 00*

17 00 ®30 no
30 00 ®35 00
4 10
6 60

First

|

i®

4 38
7 25

Sort, 1861...

15 g

16

run*

Common.
3 ®
Refined Iron.
3}®
Swede.p,
Norway.
6i"
Cast Steel.
18 <v
(jermau Steel...
12i«’
English Blit*. Steel.
15 ,t>
8

Spring.
Sheet Iron,

English...
Iron, Russia..
8beet Iron, Russia iin’t.
hard*
Barrel, p lb.
Kegs, p lb.
leather*
New York, light.

031
<*31

05J
on)
19
12*

151
9

w

51

5; ,da

Sheet

16

„]

18

lliffl

12|

9J®

10

10 (g>

10j

rod. wt§.

19
22

heavy.
slaughter.
Sains.
Slaughter Wax Leather.

25
03
16

21
244
24
2»>
75

Lend.
American

Fig, p 100 lb.
••.

Foreign

Slieet and

a)
tL

22j«>

"

American Calf

"
cr

JJ

17

7 75
8 00
7 *5 «j 8 00
9 00 a* 9 25

i*ipo.
Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Piue—No. 1.838 00 TiOO 00
No. 2. 34 00 «O0 00
No. 3.
No. 4.
Shipping Lumber,.

Spruce
Hemlock.
B<*\ Shooks, (cash).
t laplxmrds, S extra.
P
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No. 1
extra piue.

l.Hths, Spruce.
Fine
Red Oak Staves
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city...
Sug.
**

do

"

< ouiitrv

"

country

Riff Mol. Illid. Shooks_

Dry Riff,.

Hoop*.
Harkim ta**k Timber,

p tuu.

24
14
12
10
8
13
3"
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
21
8

Linar.
Lime. Rockland, cask.
>1 Old

MMC

<m»

«,%

00

40 *» 2 60
35 « 2 45
60 a. 1 75
25 a \ 35
16
80
no "23 no
00 « lo 00

1

65

cien Aigos.
Cuba clayed.
tart

38
30
2*
33

*•

•*

Mtiscovada..

Orleaus.
Syrup.lilids
New

“*k.

Nin 111 Storm.
l ar (in keg*) p gal.
I itch (Coal Tar).
I

00 «O0 00
00 «O0 00
00 « 14 00
no « 12 00
no «10 00
45 n
50
00 v« 15 00
Of) "32 (g)
60 >• 3 no
On a 2 2b
50 •• 3 75
15 a 1 20
37
1

70

*.

Molasses,
Molasses.
Molasses,
M.da-ses,
Molasses,
Portland
\ 11 il«.
*

urpeutiue p gal.

23
3

9
9
9
8

Kochcllc, Yellow.
Ena. Ven. lied.
Litharge.
lied Lead.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
ProTisiona.

2
2
8
8

Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland

Kerosene lllumlnat’g Oil
Machine.
Ciarine.
S|M*rm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.

Oilt, Rosewood, Rlaek Walnut and

Tlnnldings.

prices,
quantities to suit the
Mouldings mad.- aud linislied to
in

**

Summer.
tiraud Bank and Bay (iialeur_

j

(g)

J

OFFICIAL.

85
1 60
1 70
1 12

STATE OF

8 00

MAINE.

RAILROADS.

00
bids25
s

so

80
urn
3 25
15 00 "^0 00
2 45
2 60
a)

Shore.
Linseed.

9

@

40®
75

91
45

1 60 ® 1 65
t# ,v
79
63 «
ti.5
19 50 "21 50
18 00 a, 19 00
92
95

@

0 00

HUMMER

@
@
(g?

3 00
3 00

1 60

@

Cork, extra clear.
Cork, clear.
Cork, mess.
Cork, extra do.
Cork, Crime.
Cork, Hams.
Cork, City Smoked Hams.
Prsdnrr.
Reef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl(new.
A miles, dried, p lb.

§
&

1 66
1 66
6 50

no ^14 00
6o in 13 00
00 a 14 50
50 (a.16 00
00 a 14 60
00 a 13 60
60 ^cr-15 00
00 g.11 60
9
8Jo)
9 (g)
9}

7

Office, 1
Augusta, Aug. 16, 1362.
J

GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having been made upon the Governor and C'omtnaudor-in-f hief, by the President of

the Lnittxi States, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (9609) able-bodied men, to be drafted from
the enrolled militia of the State, for the service of
the Cuitbd States, to serve for nine mouths unless
sooner discharged—it is hereby ordered as follows:
FIRST.

I.

The Orderly
of the respective comof enrolled militia shall each
a member of their company to be Clerk, whoappoint
shall besworn
before some Justice of the Peace of the County, to
make a true and faithful record of the
of
the company at such meetings for making the draft
as are hereinafter provided, blanks for which appointment, and certificate of oath aforesaid will be seasonably furnished from this office.
II. Tlie time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wednesday the third day of September next at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and notice of the time and
place of meeting (the latter to be designated by the
Orderly Sergeant) shall be given in manner and form
as for the election of officers, but there shall be at
least twenty-four hours' notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to be made therefrom in manner fol-

SIS

proceedings

7i

@

48

6}@

61

2 GO (ffi
2 124a)
2
iy
1 20 v®

2 75
2 374
2 37}
1 25
20

s

x

Salt, Turk's Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Rutter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shat—p 100 lbs.
Soap*
Soap, Lcathc k Gore’s, Trowbridgo
k Smith's Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap. Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Simp, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane's.

12}

9 00

^ 9

companies,

lowing

50

alphabetical

41 _1_

Caaaia
ft.
Clove*-•..
Ginger, (Race).
Ginger,(Africa).
Mace.

4ft

@

42

24 ($
24 oj
8ft iw
76 aj
18 $

25
25
Oft
80
20
18

24$

Nutmeg*.
Pepper.

Pimento.
Seed*.
Ilerda Gra**.
Western Clover.

15 $

24]

ed from this office, opposite the name of the persoti
drawing the same, until every slip shall have been
drawn from the box, and in case where an enrolled
member of the company shall not be present, or shall
neglect or refuse to draw upon his uaine being called,
the Orderly .Sergeant shall designate some member
of the
company to draw for him.
Third—When there is more than one company in a
city or town, the Mayor auil Aldermen ot the city,
and the .Selectmen of the towns, are authorized aiid
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportiou the same equally Im*tween the several companies, having respect to the
numbers borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
service iu making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, in the
notice of the facts
manner above described, and
should 1m* immediately forwarded to this office by the

2 00 f® 2 25
8
7|$

Top.

3 00 yn; 3 25
2 6ft « 0 00
3 00 (® 3 25

Lin*eed.

Canary.
Sugar.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Extra Y'ellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
**
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, New Orleans.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tnllow.
American refined.

8

8]

**

mme
none

9 $
01

9]

9J$

10]

$
91®
l:2* a]
12] $

12

11

12* $

13
13
13

6] $

9
C

Rough.

Orderly .Serg«*aut.

Fourth—it the above duty cannot be performed before 6 o'clock, P. M., it w ill be continued on the next
day, between the hoars of 9 o'clock, A. M., and 5
o'clock. 1*. M., and from day to day between the

11]

hours until the draft is completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose names upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing at one (1) and going upwards until the quota of the company lias bccu obtained, shall constitute the drafted quota of said
company, and shall In* held accordingly, and thus the
nuota is to bo completed from the lowest numbers
same

Tra*.

Ti-a,
Tea,
Tea,
Tea,

7.1 @ 1 00
75 $ 1 ftft
Oft $
75
45 t®
5ft

Hyson.
Young Hyson.

Oolong.

Souchong.

Tobncco.
6 * and 10’* best brand*.
5’* and lft’s medium.
f>’s and 10’* common.
half pds. be*! brand*.
half pd*. nx-dinm gf>od.
half
common..
Natural Leaf. pda...
Fancy, in Foil.

55 ®
48 $
42 $
«ft a:
62 a
45 $
75 $ 1
0 00 (® 1

j»d*.

Tin.
Banca. cash.
Strait*, cash.

38

$

34]®

Hates—
Char. I. C.
I. X.
Coke.

nrawn

flft
60
45
70
65
60
00
50

60 (ji)
4ft «;
45 $
2*5 ,$

Baleing.

Ilemp

..

India

00

35]

14®

65
ftft

6ft
00

14]

Vnrniah.
Fnrniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.

2 25 (® 2 75
8 00 :® 4 ftft
2 5ft ® 3 ftO

Wood.

Hard, retail.
Soft,
Wool.

0 00 (a) 6 25
4 00 (a 5 00
42 ®

Fleece.
Umbs.

47]®

Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosslmann.
Sheathing.
Eirhangr.

6]$
9 ®
9ft $

On Ijoiioou—60 dav*.

Pari*...f

BOOKS &

60
00

5]
9]

00

1 27]® 1 28
4 4ft $ 4 45

stationery!

8. II. COLESWOKTHY,
Ha* removed hi* stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frames, Piper Hanrinu Finn Cowls, k., it.,
TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STttEET,
Next door above the British and American Exnn-ss
office, w here he will accommodate all who may be in
want of giant* in his line, at very low pric«*s.

Book-Binding

and Picture
a*

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

MEDICINES,

F'or sale at the above atore

M.

Framing,

by

SE AVE Y.

Physician* and Kamilie* supplied with Medicines and
book*. <■*“*■* renewed and vial* refilled.
June 24. 1802,
eodOm
EXCHANGE ST.

no

oo

by non-exempted

|

employed in the sea service of any citizen or raerchaut
within the United States;
Postmasters, assistant ]mm1 masters, and their clerks,
post officers, p<i*t riders, and stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail of the United States;
ferrymen employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen in the United States arsenals;
of (Quakers and
persons of the denominations
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of the gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
long a- such relation continues; ami officers of
the militia who have boon honorably discharged,
are exempted from liability to enrolment and draft;
and, upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that they coma within this exemption, he will cause
the clerk to draw a line across their names upon the
records, but not rendering the names illegible, stating
opposite, tin* ground of exemption. A line will also
Im* drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on ground- or
bility, who shall establish the validity of such claims
before the Orderly Sergeant, by the certificate of any
surgeon within the county, appointed by tIm- Goversuch examination,
nor. for the purpose of
which certificate shall contain a statement of the particular ground of such disability. The decisions of
tin* Orderly Sergeant* in this regard will stand good
unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that day, shall be allowed parties claiming exemption
to furnish e» idence establishing their claim before the
Orderly $erg<*aut, aud no decision iu favor of such
unless within four
of
exemption shall lie
such draft. Immediately upon the expiration ot'said
jM-riod the name* of the person* drafted, and a certified copy of the record made bv the clerk, aforesaid,
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
Orderly Serg<*ants will notify the drafted men comprising bis company's nuota, to ap|**ar at the place
w here- the draft was marie,
on the sixth day succeeding said draft, at y o’clock A. M.. and from thence he
will proceed with tliem by public conveyance if such
can be had, and if not by the most expeditious and
economical method to the place of rendezvous of
which notice will be given hereafter. In case of the
resignation, abacnee or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform thedutie* herein required, the t aptains elect or cither of the Lieutenants in default of
his
officer, w ill officiate iu his stead.
Kigntti— Reasonable compensation w ill be made for I
the |M*rformance of these duties aud necessary ex pen-

given

day*

superior

ce-

reimbursed.

Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be designated by the Governor, of whose
appointment notice will be* given, and whose certificates of disability, and nouc others will he re*|»cctcd
by Orderly Sergeants or others in authority. When
any |M*r*ou enrolled as aforesaid, is sick aiid unable
to present himself personally before the surgeons aj»poinfrd as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on certificate of exemption upon the production* before
him of the sworn statement* of the party in reference
to the nature and extent of his disability or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
same, by a physician or surgeon of good stauding in
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
formed into coni)»anio* and regiments, which will be
officered as prm ldod by the laws of this Mata aud of
the l uited .States.
Mfreimi-unmca men may lurmsn siinsiituTes,
lint cannot lie relieved from
service upon
paying a fine under the laws or this State.
SECOND.

<

WAREHOUSE !

Wednesday

ftirnishiugthem,

STATIONERY

furnishing

DAVIS,

BLANK

Manufactured

IM1F.FY
50 AND 58

THIRD.

ai

K.M'HASOK

BOOKS!

d for Sale by

A

NOYES,

8TKEKT, rottTXANI).

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Itecord, l»ock« ts, Letters, Masonic
ami Church Coll<*ctors Books.
order everv kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance ami Itailroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.
We make to

STATIONERY.
Letter, note. Cap and Itecord papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Pens, Steel
Ac.. &c. Every article at lowest rates. We Buy for Cash and
Sell C it rap.

Vena,

HAILEY &

NOYES,

63 and 68

Portland, June 23,1303.

provisions of the Act of March 18, 18d2.#in reforence to furnishing aid to the families of soldiers
will extend to tin* families of drafted militia and uiue
mouths’ volunteers.
FOURTH.
The

ACCOUNT

Exchange

Street.
dtf

Niaoara Fall*.
provided with

can

June 23.

ruturun. .1

Quotas of cities, towns and plantations for three
years volunteers, under the call of the President of
•lulv 2d, to til) up the old regiments, will lx? received
ami paid the State and United Staten bounties ami
advance pay, amt town hoiuiiie>as provided bv votes
of towns, until the liist day of September next, and
not afterward*: and in those places which shall not
have furnished their quotas at that time under such
call, a *)M‘cial draft will he ordered immediately thereafter for the deficiency.
FIFTH.

The cities of Raugor, Augusta ami Portland, arc
appointed as the places of rendezvous for the drafted
men ami nine months’ volunteers.
By order of Israel Washburn, Jr., Governor amt
Uomniander-iu-f hief.
JOHN L. HOD8DON,
Adjutant General.

Notice.
City

Portland,
July 28th, 1*2.

op

uti*ucu.

|

I
milK COMMITTEE ON 1T1U.1C GROUNDS will
-1
meet, until ftirther notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock, P. M., in Evergreen Cemetary.
Parties interested in any matter before the Committee, will have an opix»rt unity of being heard.
A. K. 811UUTLEFF, Chairman.
jv31—Iw

DAILY

days. returning

on

PRESS,

CONNER or MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly orcr the Magnetic Telegraph
Story, where all rarietiea of

Plain and

Fovth

Oflca.

Job Work,

Fancy

Will be promptly attended to

the moet liberal

oa

ter me.

Portland.

ENTRANCE*>821 EXCHANGE STREET,

Jull—dfc w3m3

Eclectic Itlcdical

Infirmary.

thTTadies.

to

Order* left «t the counting-room of the Daily Preen
Maine State Freer, head of fret fight of rUlro,
will be promptly attended to.

HUGHES particularty inrites all Uriks who
DR.need
medical adviser, to call at his
No.
5
which
a

and

rooms.

Temple Street,
they will find arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. II.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is sjiecific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIES will lintf it invaluable in all case* of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing uothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Tempie Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

especial

New Vineyard. New
Wednesdays and Satur-

.or

.Mondays and Fridavs.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 1963.
jum-23dtf
on

Ceeeo Bank,

auunm

t Y~Sond stamp for C ircular.

On and after Monday, Mav 6, l«fi2.
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and hainungton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave l,cwiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
BTAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tucsdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Cauton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning
opposite <1 a\s.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld. Dlxflold,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdave;
LiiiJJiLiitWBn

Kingfleid,

over

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

ARRANGEMENT.

^•gr^yitraiDj

Portland and

CUSHINGj

IIm been removed from the office
to the office of the

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington

Sr

Infirmary.

by

dawtf

BUMMER

E stabl ish.rn.ent.

constitutionally

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Ofict 31 Excknnyr Strert.
save money by aecuring tickets at this

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjull—3m
wiee._

j
trW The office i, npplird with

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD r
Health and Strength Secured,
u it eat

srmxu AND

Dr.

-rr

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM
And itr

•tylo

POWER,

capacity and/meilitier for doing work
equal to any in tho City or Stnte,

in

good

arc

own sex.

If. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17,1*61.

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PEES8

summer medicine,

Langley’s

STEAM

POWER

ROOT AHD HERB BITTERS.

*

of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cberrv, Yellow
Dock, Prick ley Ash, l'horoughwort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake. Dandelion, fcc., all of which are so com*
pounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature iu
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
act* directly upon the bowel* ami blood, by removing
aM obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into Imalth) action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying tin* blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring tin* invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so matiy diseases, Jaundance iu its worst forms, all Billious Disease* and
foul stomach. Dyspcnsia, < ttstivcti*-**. all kinds of Hu*
inors. Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness, Fib**, Heartburn. Weakness, Pains in the side and bowel*, Flatulency. l«o*s of appetite, and a torpid or diseased LivSlwauitUi or tool M«huI, to t»'l»ich all
ur. a
an* more or less subject in Snriug and Summer.
More than 23,000 itcnum* have been caret I
this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Phvsiciana
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Order* addressed to

COMPOSED

by

inakiug

Cities. Towns and Plantations furnishing their quota of able bodied volunteers, ciilixtiug lor nine months
service, upon blanks to lx* furnish'd from il isoih o
to the uniiiici|>al nutliorities or militia oft ers, and
PA PER HANGING
who shall be enrolled at some place within their city,
town or plantation, and on their way to the rendezvous on or before
the third of September
next, will lie relieved from their liability to a draft;
said volunteers being accepted in lieu of drafted men,
Established in 1825.
and no draft from such cities and towns, under this
call, w ill be made. Any number of volunteer*, fur*
Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
nishod as aforesaid. N-s than the quota, willin'received tt<* part thereof, provided they are residents of
of every variety of style ami finish. From our long
the city, tow n or plantation
and the
we
are
enabled
to
offer
to
the
trade
and
experience,
draft w ill lx* made for the residue.
our customers better bargains in quality and prices. !
II. Voluutcers. when in ramp, will lie formed into
than can be found in any other catubltohracut iu the
companies and regiments, and, as far as may he consi-taut with the interests of the service, in accordance
State. Our stock of
with the wishes of the different quotas; and companies w ill elect their own officers, subject to the conlimation of the Commander-In-Chief.
III. In ascertaining the quotes of counties and
towns, the regulations of the War Department will
Is selected with the greatest can* from the beat Forlx* observed, which are as follows;
eign ami American Houses, amt embraces every arti“Additional Regulations for the Enrolment ami
cle needed for public offices, Couuting Houses and
Draft of Militia: ordered, 8th, That in filling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of (he several Stab's
private uses, and at lowest prices.
will be appointed by the Governors among the several counties, and, when practicable, among the subROOM PAPERS
divisions ol counties, so that allowance shall be made
to such counties, ami subdivisions, for all volunteer*
Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all I theretofore tarnished bv them, ami mustered into the
service of the United States, ami whose stipulate!
the various *Yyl<*s of gold |tapers manufactured, toterm of service shall not have expired."
gether with a full stock of Satins, mediums ami comIV. No State or United States bounty will he j aid
to such volunteers, and it is hoped that cities ami
mon papers—the largest stock to In; found iu this
their quotas by voluntary enlisttowns,
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
ment, will not disregard the wishes of the General
every kind in use at w holesale prices.
Government, that uiue months’ volunteers should be
raised without bounties. No Volunteers will be received in lieu of drafto! men from any city or town
HALL L.
that shall pav a bounty of more thau twenty (20)
dollars to eacn volunteer.
63 Exchange Street.

June23, 1832.
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WTickeis will in Portland at lowreat Cotton rate,
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Portland

and

BOOK

PRIVATE

RAILWAY.

Tlii. roAil i. broad oca or and ia
New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.

THE

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of year* con fined bis attention to
disease* of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cast*, and in uo instance
has lie met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of bnsiness or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office, 5 ('emstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
•ecu but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient: cures without the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies: cures new case* in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable. and no Injurious effect, either
or
locally, can 1m- caused by using them.
YOuJNU MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad hs’ its in youth,
the effects of which are pain and i!
incss in the
head, forgetftilncss. sometimes a ringb
in the ear*,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily and permanently

men.

personal

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

ERIK

•

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, rtf/uiriny Experience, Skill, Honor and
deli carp.

BY T1IR

Via Rueimlo, Dunkirk,

KOYVroX,

Eclectic medical

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Choahe, St. Louis,
New Orleans, nr my part of tli«
NORTH

REMOVAL!

by

OK. HUGHES'

mm THROUGH TICKETS
OR

cured

dfc w6m7

United
States;
The members of both houses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks; inspectors of ex|K»rts; pilots, and mariners

Twine.
"

1*. M..
for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Rockland
and Thom Aston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
june23dtf

Sixth—The following persons, viz:
The Vice President of the United States;
The officers, judicial aud executive, of the

11 Oft «11 50
12 75 « 13 25
9 25 $ 9 50

Cotton Sail.
Flax

HTAOK CONNECTIONS.

leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
arrival of train from Portland and Boston,

SOITH

was

character.”
0T Certificate* from numerous of bis patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.
No. 309 Congress Street, Portland.

on

WEST,

( i iti;ii.

boy who

hopeless.

Monday Morning awl Saturday Evening Train*.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

Stages

a

PRINTING.

Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will
show:
“Ft »1J a long time the hoy’s eve-lids had
been entirely closed. His case was consulThe bov was put uu"fpycred almost
dor the care or Dr. B., and after gn at patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift bis eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eve-sight is
now entirely restored, and his
eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similurtv afflicted.
Although 1 understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operation* on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not dt-emed it
necessary to keep
blaring before the public his surgical skill In this particular part of hi* profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Watorville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

:

First— He will cause a box of suitable size for the
purpose to lx* prepared, and will place therein in
presence of the company, as mauy slips of paper as
there an* names on tlie roll of his company, exclusive
of officers elect, and upon the slips shall be written, in letters and not figures, the numbers from
one to that w hich
expresses the entire number of
men in the
company, each slip having one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
tlie papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
draft shall be made therefrom under his uirectiou in
the mode hen* prescribed.
Second—The names on the company roll shall then
order hv the Orderly Serbo called-in
geant, and each man, as his name is cal led, shall draw
one slip of i*per from the box, w hich be shall pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same upon a roll provionsly pre-

...

Red

Sergeant*

panies

26
12 <Z.
15
8
7
17
12
9
11
0
4) a)
GO (g 8 60

46

QUARTERS,

Adjutant Generai.’a

Remarkable Case of
I>K. II. J.

Farmington.

gj

Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Yeal.
l'ickle,, p Brl.
Rice.
Klee p lb.
Rum*
Hum, Cortland distilled.
Saleratni*
Saleratus p R>.

A

trains will leave daily, (Sun-nmy**-lavs excepted) as follows:
Augustu lor Hath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

5 (3)
7}
11 <9 12
1 00 (g) 1 25

Chickens, Spring.

AKUANOEMESTT.

Passenger

HEAD
12
12
14
15
14
18
14
11

hi. I \ i» \ b:s*

Commenced April 14th, 1802.

(g)

76
75
60
50

1 50

MEDICAL.

KENNKIIEC AM) PORTLAND R. R.

4}

\aj

8 75

6 00

Mess Reef..
Cortland
do
Cortland extra Mess do.

Sail.

00
50
00
60

7

Chicago

no

,<i

sjjs
00

(8)
31

a)

On hum.

tails.”

4

Cortland 1,end, in oil,.
•'
Lewis Lead,
Roston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

Done neatly
a

Hay p net ton, Screwed. 12 80 'a14 00
Hav, Loose. 13 00 « 14 00
do. 11 00
VIidea and Skiua.
5 -3}
ft
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
09 ®
in
f alcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
1 Hn
1 70
Green Salt.
1 15 n 1 25
Dn.
90 a 1 (HI
75 a
90
sneep reits, tireeu.
40 v®
Sheep Felt*, Dry.
70
I

@ 1 00

(a)
(g)
p
2 76 @

Onions-i»er bbi.
do p string.

New

Hop*.

90
80
1 50
1 <55
1 05

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

Oaiuar Varnish.

Huy*

Crabs’ Taii.s.—A young lady at a hail was
asked by a lover of serious poetry whether she
bad seen Crabbe’s Tales.
“Why. no,*' she answered, “I didn't know
that ( rubs had tails.”
“I beg your pardon, Miss,” said
he, “I mean
have you read Crabbe’s Tales?”
“And I assure you, sir, I did not know that
red crabs, or any other kind of crabs, had

Multilist IN r«>.,
Market Square.
Ml

50 g)
00 (g)
00 (g
u0 g

8
8
8
8

Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

do.

There's a sign in Western How, Cincinnati,
which reads:—“Kaiks. Krackers, Kandecs and
Konfeksunary hole sale and retale.”

AT

9

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia..

BEMrnFUU—The following beautiful allegory is attributed to Hon. Joint .1. Crittenden;
conceived and formed by him in one of his
masterly pleas in defence of a criminal on trial
for his life, before a Kentucky court:
When God in his eternal counsel, conceived
the thouuht of man's creation, he called to
him the three Ministers who wait constantly
U|hmi the throne—Justice, Truth and Mercy,
and thus addressed them: “Shall we make
man?" Then said Justice, “O, God, make
him not, for he will trample upon thy laws.”
Truth made answer also, “O, God, make him
not, for he will pollute thy saneturies.” Hut
Mercy, dropping upon her knees, and looking
up through her tears, exclaimed, “O, God,
make him; I will watch over him with
my
care, through all the dark path* which he may
have to tread.” Then God made man, and
said to him, “O, man! Kiou art the child of
Mercy; go and deal with thy brother.’

order by

11}

00

8j-g)
8 (gj

Cordage*

“It’s a little child's grave,” whispers another, who turns away from the tall proud monuments to the meek, lowly marble stone.
“It's
a little child's grave,”
the lip*, but the
whispers
heart lavs almost still with holy awe, and
sweet, full calmness of humanity, ior a cherub
in Heaven went up from the still wee form lying there in its coffin; a child has lived on
earth who was sinless as the, angels an1: and
lien- it lies, telling you that it* spirit went
through this grave home to God. It's the footprint of an angel; and its weeping, weary
mother will tell you so;
sluyvill tell you brokenly through her tears, if ®e doe* so often
clasp the empty air in vain for the silken haired
head which lay so confidingly on her yearning
bosom, that her little child was pure and sinless; and as it lay with its sweet, clear eyes
raised to her fond faee, it was ministering an
angel’s ministry to her heart. It was drawing
it gently and unresistingly away from its
worship of life; and when it* bright eye*
closed forever, she knew an angel had been on
earth, and had gone home again; and the
grave there under the willow sprays was its
last foot-print, as it took the ministry of its
mother’s love away from the world to the
yearning of it* Father"* tiosom above. The
mother’s heart is in Heaven; and the tiny
grave tells her to follow in the foot-prints of
her angel-child, and she, too, will be where
her heart and her treasure is.
Weep not, mourners, over little graves, lying in their quiet fold-like churchyards; for
children pure and holy are sleeping there.
Ah! you know they have lived on earth; lived
without sinning; lived gentle, saint-like lives,
unconscious even of sin’s existence; and those
meek, lowly mounds, which you can hardly
see for your falling tears, an- the foot-prim*
of the angels of these holy children, as they
went trustingly away to their cherub-songs In
Heaven.
Neli.ie.

Oak

15

Cnal—(Retail.)

home.

lowest cash
trade. Ship

20

iin*

Beaus, Marrow p bush.
llean*, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candles*
Candles. Mould p lb.
Candle*, Sperm.
Cheese*
<'hwsc, Vermont p lb..
Cheese, New...

Axoel koot-pkints.—“He spake well who
said that little graves are the foot-prints of angels.” Sweet child-angels! who have winged
their sweet, irresistible flight from the earth to
their Father’s bosom above! You eau trace
these foot-priats all over the world, telling you
that holier ones have passed by; purer ones,
stealing out from humanity, away from sinning,
through little rounded graves, up where the
Saviour loves to clasp the precious cherubs in
his arms—these, their last foot-prints, as they
went gently away (torn us.
It’s a very little grave, with a snowy tablet
of marble at its head, and a fidl spray of willow boughs falling over the marble: a cluster
of Bctldeham stars mingle with white blossoms,
with the sweet blue violet blows; and the green,
silken blades of grass pointing heavenwards
all over the tiny mound. “Our little one in
Heaven!” There is nothing else chiselled out
of the hard, bright marble; nothing else to tell
whose grave it is, there in the far away corner
of the cemetery. “Our little one in Heaven,”
reads from the tombstone a giddy, laughing
rambler, Hut the laugh is hushed; for the
merry, careless one knows that an angel has
passed that way, and this is its last foot-print
on earth, as it went, pure and sinless, to its

•

3d.

Roiled...
Lard Oil.

faintfu

Rhubarb...

.or1

Sept.

Ashen*

reputation a» an oculist was so widely spread.
(She was promised recovery in a milder climate,
and was sent to Palermo, where she improved,
for some time: but undergoing a relapse, a
young physician was dispatched by the great

<ife is but death's vestibule; and our
pilgrimage on earth is but a journey to the
grave. The pulse that preserves our being
lteats our death march, and the blood which
circulates our life is floating it onward to the
depths of death. To-day wc see our friends
in health, to-morrow we hear of their decease,
We clasped the hand of the strong man but
yesterday, and to-day we close his eyes. We
rode iu the chariot of comfort but an hour
ago, and iu a few more hours the last black
chariot must convey us to the home of all
living. Oh. how closely allied is death to life!
The lamb that sporteth in the field must soon
feel the knife. The ox that loweth iu the pasture is fattening for the slaughter. Trees do
but grow that they may be felled. Yea, and
greater things! than these feel death. Empires
rise and flourish, they flourish but to decay,
they rise to fall. How often do wc take tip
the volume of history, and read of the rise
and fall of empires. We hear of the coronation ami deaths of kings. Death is the black servant who rides lieliimi the chariot of life. .See
life! and death is close Ix-hind it. Death reachnth lar throughout litis world, ami hath stamped
all terrestrial things with the broad arrow of
the grave. Stars die mayhap; it is said that
conn-ignitions have been seen far olf in the
distant ether, and astronomers have marked
tiie funerals of ottier worlds—tile decay of
those mighty orbs that we had imagined set
lorever in sockets of silver to glisten as the
lamps of eternity. But blessed lx> (Jod, there
is one place where death is not life’s brother
—where life reigns alone; “to live” is not the
first gylablc whit It is to 1st followed by the
next, "‘to die.” There is a land where (h ath
knells are never tolled, where
winding si..
nre never woven, where graves are never
dug.
Blest laud Is'youd tile skies! To reach it we
must die.—Sptirgeon

|
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desirable mechanical arrangement
THIS
sufficient leugth of time
been in
that it
satisfaction

has now
to show
and actually is the

use a

JOB PRINTING!

STEAMBOATS.

gives entire
valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring /W department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies. and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ntace with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. it is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.
more

M O N T It K A I,

OCKA\ STEAHSHIP CO’S

Weekly

adapted

following

first -class, power-

fu* steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
Tl^tXTi* A M EK 1( A N. N oR W E(. IA N J IRA,
KSSCSi BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA MAM IAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for l.i\er)mol, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per (•rand Trunk Train*
writh United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Commercial House, Portland, June Iff, 18ff2.
Having introduced the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial. I pronounce it to tie
an
easy aud healthy bod. 1 ain using several kinds
of spring Ix-d Indiums, but consider the Anderson
fully ctjual if not better than the beet.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have Introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom’’ to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a deemed preference over any and all othere we have ever
used,
»tir guests s|N*ak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin & son,

| morning.
I

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, £35. First ( lass. £77 to W2—according
to accommodation,—which include* ticket* on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets Issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion ticket* to tin* World's Fair, out aud
back, £18*5.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan fc Co., Montreal,or to
No. 10

Frankliu House, Bangor, Mo.

June 23. 1862.

[From lion. l.ot M. Morrill.]
Having aaed Anderson’ Spring Hod Bottom, I can
cheerfully recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6. 1802.

hMmvi
Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 P. M.. ami leave l*ier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodation* for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•Aiidersou Spring Bed Bottom," 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do now! cheerfullv recommend thorn to tin* public.
Dr. K. K. BOLTELL.
Watcrville, May, 1861.
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the bed* in my
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable tiling
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. tl ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the "Anderson spring lied Bottoms" for the
lust tlir«*e weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest lor six months till occupying one of
those beds. She would not part with it on anr account.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.

pleasure

anticipated.

The Bed Bottom I bought of yon frillv merits my
recommenexpectations, and is fully tip to your
dations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their slecpinpti artnu nts.

high

AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.

Having tested
I can cheerfully

the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
recommend it to ail who are in need
of such an article: and I Iwlievc it to be superior to
anything of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Watcrville, April 12,1862.

Testimonials similar to the above have been
ceived from the
house*-

proprietors

of the*

re-

following public

IViiohsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

Skowhegau

House.

Skmvhegan.

Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
El in wood House, Watcrville.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
Hallowell House. Hallo well.
< hina House. < liiiin.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cu-hiioc House, Augti'ta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Luton Boys' Boarding School, Kent’s llill.

It ILL-HEADS MULED AND CUT IN
THE

The

splendid

and

fa-t

NEATEST MANNER.

Steamship

Ckowkll, will until farther notice

run

:

comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage 85,00, including Fare mud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Ouel»ec, ltangor, Bath, Augusta, Ka»t]»ort and St.
John.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage applv to
EMERY & FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II B. < RD3IWKLL St CO., No. «6 West Street,
New York.
June 23, 1882.
dtf

Billets ft Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

BA3ICIECKS, ms, A» BILLS Of LAMM.

TAGS FIEBCED WITH HOLES k GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.
♦

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPORT, CALAIS

Policiea Printod and Pound for
Inauranoe Companies.

& St. JOIIX.

of the Days of Nuiline.
and after date, until further
the new steamer ‘‘A'ctr EngCapt. E. Kiklo, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday and
Friday, at 5 o'clock, I’. M., for Eastport, Calais and
St. John.
Returning, w ill leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursdav morning, at fl o'clock.
rr positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. on the dav of sailing.
Through tickets an* sold by this line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for Ataehias, and with
steamer t^uceti for Ifobbin*ton, Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andreu'*, and at the latter place over railway for Canterbury from thence t»er stage coachi**
for Woodstock ami fkmlton, which is the cheapest
ami most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook
t’ountv.
We also ticket through j»cr steamers ann railways
for H inrflrtr. ffalifa.r, fhgbg, Fredericton, Snsse.r,
Moncton, Shcdiac, Prince Edtea rtls Island, Pie ton.
So rib shore of AY ic llrnmswick, AJirimicki, and
Hail dc t 'hub nr.
August 4. 1862. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqnitj Cases,
And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Di»i>atch.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,
Executed is laate to euit tbe moet fkelidioue.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
IABOM and after
jT and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged
the Post OflKoe,
je2wf

HOMESTEADS FOR

mill; Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
i Lists of the legal voters of the several wards, to
the lu st of their knowledge, a* required by law, and
posted tin* same iu Citv Building—entrance, tower
door. Myrtle Street. The changes which will be
found in said Lists this year, occasioned mainly
change of Ward lines authorized bv vote of the citithat
zens at the spring election, renders it
every voter should see to it himself that his name it
on
the
Ust
Wurd
of
which
entered
ho
is a
correctly
Per order,
resident.
S. W. LAKRABEE, Chairman.
lwd
Portland, Aug. 23d, 1H62.

by

imperative

Shetland Pony.
SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
seven years old, weighs about 400 pounds,
all harness, and reliable for children to ride

1NOKnonv,

kind m
drive.

or

LoltD, Kcnuebntik Depot.

Our

$20.

EDWARD SIIAW, Agent,
102 Mii»i>lb Stbkkt, Portland.
dtf
June 23.

<;ravk*to.\k*.
Bargains will be* given to those who wish
to purchase Gravestones or Monument* of anv
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good article

GOOD

je&O—3m

mar

Evergreen Cemetery,
J. H. COOK.

arc

unaurpaaaed.

PROGRAMMES,

SHOP BILLS,

MISSOURI

at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue,
bte\ens' Plains.

Styles

at

LAND COMPANY have purX chased from the llanuihal & St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land iu Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton. < aid well
County, for farming and manufacturing purpose**,
and have divided their property into lot* and farm*.
They are olb*reel to subscriber* in shart** of 820 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

rpiIK

dim

Variety,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Notire*
the tirst of July, Postage Stamps

Yoting Ulll*

July 24th,

Business Cnrds of Every
Style and Coat

“CHESAPEAKE." Captain SinxiT

jullTdA w6nT

R. W
1862.

I, adequate to do any work demanded In thto State.

dtf

Portland and \f» Vork Stntmrn.

Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Fancy Types,

J. L. FARMER,
EXCHANGE 8T., PORTLAND.

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.)
I am using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
I am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23, 1-Sff2.

one

Book and

Sw

TESTIMONIALS :

May 12.18ff3.

Mail Line.

ONE of the

m

Their Fatabltohmrnt le (hrntohed with all the
approved modern machinery, and their
amortmentff

AID

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland. June 26. 1%#.

daw

CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR TOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

•

AUTUMN SESSION will

commence

Silt, and rontinuc 15 week*.
THF.
21*t. full information

Sept.

W obtained
349 Umigretw Strtwt. Hour* from
of the
H u» 1
except Saturday*. After that time adl>l nation n»av be made at 40 State Street.
2awl0w
Portland, June 23, 18t».

July
Principal,

Prior

to

o’clock,

can

